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by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Editor
BSlJ:-ApriI16 marked the end of
the 1979-80 terms for Associated
Students of Boise State Lkllverslty
(ASBSU)
president,
vlcepresident, treasurer and senate.
The Semite is the policy making
body for the ASBSU which oftlclally recognizes campus organization making organizations
eligible for ASBSU funds and the
Senate has legislative authority
over all ASBSU funds.
In the Senate, for their term,
many organizations were given
funds for attending conferences,
putting on special events and
bringing speakers to campus. In
legislation enacted by the senate,
no new issues developed but
revision and reorganization of the
ASBSU Constitution and Senate
Acts resulted from senate committee. work and grievances
brought to the senate by students

and administration.
Reorganization, affecting the
Student Programs Board was
enacted, allowing the services of
the Public Relations D3partment
to be available to the Student
Programs Board and the organizations and clubs recognized by
ASBSU.
Changes in election
procedure which seek to create·
continuity by having staggard
Senate elections, WClSanother act
completed by the 1979-00 Senate.
l'vbry La u VIrg II • and D:lvi d
Huntington,
both Arts and
Science Senators, felt that the
everyday duties and responsibilities of attending
committee
meetings, making office hours
and dealing with the distribution
of the student fees placed in the
hands of the senate were important accomplishments for the
year.
An average committee schedule
for the Senate includes three or
CONTINUED
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BSlJ:-Several documents were
retumed to the Faculty Senate,
. Ul'1signed, by Boise
State
University's
President
John
Keiser. The proposals that were
rejected include policies dealing
with student program changes,
faculty salary. distribution, advising responsibilities,
etenure
committees, and legal counsel for
facUlty involved In disciplinary

pmceedlnqs.

8

..

A proposal, originating In: the
'0 Faculty Senate. Matriculation
Committee, recommended that
late registration be-within a period
of five class days. Registration by
petition arid faculty consent
lM>uld be allowed five additional
days.
. Keiser rejected this policy because he belleved that the late
registration period. should be. reduced gradually. He also stated
that this matter should be determined annually by the Calendar
Committee.
!-bwever, the Faculty Senate
members felt this was a concern
of the Senate. The chairperson of
the l'vbtriculatlon Committee was
directed to meet with Keiser to
make clarifications concemlng the.
Senate's involvement with late
registration policies.
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Also, a proposal dealing with
salary distribution was returned
unsigned
by the university.
president. Keiser said that although he accepts certain recommendations,he could not endorse
It because he wished to have a
rneetlnq'ot representatives to present and discuss salary distribution proposals before a final
decision was made. The proposal
advanced by the Faculty Senate '
Intended monies to be distributed
on a percentage basis on a base
salary of $20,000 after funds for
promotions were withheld.
lMlen Jonathan Livingston Student Wings his way·across the skies of BSU it is as surn a sign of spring
- For salaries aboVe that base,
as the appearance of bJcyc/esand short pants.
one half of the percentage amount
~uld
be applied to the first
$20,000.
lItbney allocated for
merit would be used for promotions, rnertt arid certain Inequities
In departments.
In another letter of rejection,
Keiser wrote that he would prefer
by Gunnar Anderson
moting our welfare and the welfare
tutions
at the Boise State
to keep. the advising. responslblArbiter Staff
of others as a whole If we organize
Lkliversity campus more responIIties such as holding· current
our thoughts and goals andwork
sive to students.
Information
on job markets,
together strongly for the next .12
''W1atever means it takes to
Internships, program' opportunlBSlJ:-Newly elected Associate
months, summer Included, to
accomplish as much as I can of
ties, etc. for their advisees... A
Student Body President Sally
implement our tdeas," Thomas
that end; I'm Willing to explore,"
provision stating that faculty
Thomas has announced that her
said In a Presidential address.
Thomas said:
.
members should encouraqe th~r ,. .adrnlntstratlon will work through
"Mj end goal Is for an Increased
A41 year old senior from Buhl,
students. to visit at least once a
the summer, .to help implement
student. participation 'and. awareIdaho, Thomas suggested ways of
semester to discuss ,their proher govemments programs. Wth
,ness and a strong student voice
accomplishing her goals· and stugrams or problems:wilSalso
the summer session she hopes.to
on campus," she added.
dent involvement in an attempt to
eliminated. .
. ~.
.
organlze,a stronqstudent govem- - Thomas· would like to
quell voter apathy which appears
Keiser would not accept this
ment.
students become involved in the
plague this campus. .
.
C9NTINUED
TO PAGE3
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Writer-essayist Tillie Olsen will read
KBSU's
fund raising
campaign
from her works Mori., April 28, in the
Lookout Room of the SUB atB pm. The continues with benefit nights featuring
Jack Gish and Terry Cor an at the
program will be free to the public.
"Other Office" Fri. and Sar., April
April 29, she w'ill address the annual
meeting of the YWCA at noO'n. A soup 25-26. Mon., April28 the BSU Jazz
and salad luncheon will be available to Band will contribute to the compaign
the public. and brown baggers will also with a night of jazz at Ray's Oasis.
be welcome.
The DSU Concert Band will feature
Olsen is the author of "Tell Me a
Riddle," a widely acclaimed collection music from the movie "Star Trek" and
themes
to' Shakespeare's
play
of short fiction. Her essay "Silences,"
"Othello"
in its final concert of the
is widely used in courses in literature,
season Sun., April 27, at 3 p.m. in the
writing, and women's
studies.
Music Auditorium..'
,
A seminar on chronic pain and stress
Tickets for" the concert will be
control will be conducted
by Dr. available at the door at 52 for adults, 51
Norman Shealy, leading proponent of for students and senior citizens, and
holistic medicine, Thursday, April 24, free ro BSU srudenrs and staff.
in the SUB Ballroom.
Scott Humphries, BSU senior music
Thursday morning' from 8:30 to noon,
Shealy will discuss the management of student, will perform a free public
ch~"nic
pain and techniques
in recital in, guitar, Tues., April 29 at 4:30
acupuncture, massage, postural adjust- pm at the BSU Special Events Center.
Humphries' recital will feature works
ment; implanted
stimulators,
and
biofeedback training. "Management of by Dowland, Bolcom, and Cotton, a
Stress," his afternoon topic, begins at duet by Sor, a concerto by Vivaldi, and
his own arrangement
of' "I Am -rhe
1:15 when he will speak on chemical,
McCartney.
physical, and emotional stress, and the Walrus," by Lennonand
Also included on the afternoon's
roles of nutrition and exercise in. stress
will be the BSU Guitar
management,
as well as biofeedbacl.. program
and spiritual arrunement.
During the Ensemble's performance of works by
Bartok, Boccherini, and
evening workshop beginning at 7, he Hindemith,
will discuss choosing whether or not to Sondheim.
become a parent and coping with the
stresses of parenthood.
Tickets for the seminar will be 520'
for students and 525 for general
"Blithe Spirit," Noel Coward's much
public. They are available at the BSU
acclaimed'comedy of the occult, will run'
Counseling Center on the sixth· Iloor.
through April 26 in the BSU's Subal
of the Education Building.
Theatre. Curtain time each evening is
Academic credit will be offered to
8:15pm. Telephone reservations may
those attending the workshop for an
be made at 385-1462.
General
additional registration fee of 510. For
admission
is $3, with senior citizens.
further
information
on credit call
BSU staff and students admitted for
385-3293.
51.
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Young adult novelist Lois Lowry will
give a talk on writing literature for
adolescents tonight at the Boise Gallery
of Art at 8 pm as part of the gallery's
Vi ednesday night program series. The
lecture will be free to the public.

MUSIC
'BSU Brass and Keyboard Percussion
ensembles
will present a combined
concert Fri., April 25. at 8:15 pm in the
Music Auditorium.
Tickets
are
available at the door and. are $2 for
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of Univer.sity
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10:3'0 am to 9 pm
Fri-.~at '10:30 am to 10 prn

Mon~Thur

adults, 51 for students and senior
citizens, and free to BSU students and
staff.

Photography contest entries. and the
Seventh
Annual
High School Art
Competition are currently on exhibit in
the Boisean Lounge (first £loor of the
SUB). The photography contest is open
for judging by the public; please vote
for your favorites.
·'Diversions,"

a

BSU

dance

performance featuring student choreography, will be present Sar., April 26.
at 8:15 pm in the Special Events
Center.
Directed by Barbara Boylan, the
program will feature' about 20.students

from the BSU stage movement and
performance class in jazz, modern. and
ballet numbers.
Tickets may be
purchased at the door for 5 I.
W arercolors . from Portugal
by
Charies
Ransom,
and oils and
watercolors by Ray Hellberg will be
featured at the BSU Gallery April
16-May 8. A public reception for the
artists will be held at the gallery April
17 at 7 pm.
The gallery is located on the ground
Iloor of the Liberal Arts Building, and
is open weekdays from 9am to 5pm.

EVENTS
A Renaissance
Celebration
sponsored by BSU's
Interdisciplinary
Studies in the Humanities
will be
presented April 30-M'!y 3 at St. Paul's
Catholic
Student
Center.
The
humanities fair will offer a sampling of
arts, crafts. music, and drama of the
lialian, French, and English cultures
between the fourteenth
and seventeenth centuries.
Public performances
begin
each
eve mug
at 8:15
pm.
Light'
refreshments
will be served before,
the entertainment.

Tickets may be obtained in room 105
of the Ad. Bldg. Cost is $7.50 for the
general public 'and 53 to BSU students
with activity cards.
Profits from the
event will go toward a scholarship fun
for international students at BSU.
The observatory telescope will be
open to the public from7:30 to 10pm,
April 23. Included in the viewing. will
be Jupiter, Venus, Saturn,' Mars and
the moon, plus films and slides.
Those inrerested should meet in the
lobby of the Education Building. For
further information,
call 385-3775
after 5:30pm.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Applications are now being accepted
for the position of National ,Student
Exchange Coordinator for 1980-81. It is
a 12-month appointment,
requiring
from 15-20 hours per week. Applicants
must be full-time students with Junior
or Senior standing, and must have a 2.5
GPA or higher.
Responsibilities
include NSE publicity on campus,
counseling exchange students, .conducring informative
meetings
for NSE
applicants, answering all NSE correspondence, and conducting day-to-day
operations.

Performers include the University
Apply to the Student
Activities
Singers, the Andante Recorder Society. Office. Room 204 of the SUB, 385-1280.
and BSU Dance Theatre students.
Deadline for applications is April 25.
Sketches
from the farcical Italian
Are you planning to attend summer
commedia dell'arre will be acted by
BSU theatre arts students. Hope Evett, school? If so, please let the admissions
office know so that they can prepare
soprano, Jim Watkinson, harpsichord!
and piano, and Joe Baldassare, lute, registration materials for you. Stop by
will perform Italian and English opera A-IOI or call 385-1156.
selections and songs.
Tickets, 53 per person, are available
at the SUB information booth,

RECREATION

The Residence H all Association is
sponsoring a Spring Formal Dance Fri.,
May 2 from 8-12 pm. There will be live
music and refreshments.
Tickets are
53.50/single and 55/couple,
and are
available
at the SUB Information
Booth or any residence hall.
An international
food. song. and
dance festival is planned at BSU, Fri.,
April 25, at 7:30 pm in the SUB
Ballroom.
The festival,
sponsored
by the
International Student Association, will
include a dinner of dishes from foreign
lands and a program with songs and,
dances from around the world as well as
karate exhibition.

The 2nd Annual "Joggin' for your
Noggin" Run sponsored by Ada County
Mental Health Association will be Sar.,
April 26, at Ft. Boise Community
Center. Distances will be 2 miles and 6
miles, Tvshirts awarded to all finishers.
Entry fee is $5 membership in the
Mental Health Association.
For more
information call 343-4866,
Registration for the Spring Ladies
Tennis
Round
Robin
Doubles
Tournament,
May 5-June .16,' is now
open at Ft. Boise Community Center.
Entry deadline is May 2; fee, 55. More
information call Boise City Recreation
384-4256.
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Students Present Foreign CUlture
The International
Student
from Ghana, La Samba from
Asaoclatlon
of Boise State
fv'exlco, Papio, a Samoan/Tahltan
~::~it~~:Ct~~tln~n~e
~Ird
dance, an Indian folk dance and a.
Restlval on Friday gAnrll 25thn~~ karate dermnstratlon
are ex.
' ,.,...
amples of the program.
7.30 p.m, In the Student Union
.A4;cordlng to Donaldson, the
Ballmom
festival .Is " s t 1,1 d ent cre
. ated , stu''ThIs will be a great opportunlt

Last year 550 people attended
said Donaldson and It was' to~
dlfflcult to cat& to all of them.
This year the association Is only
selling 350 tickets,150 of Which
go to the community
llckets are $3:00 .for full-time

to share the rich cultures of th~
world represented by students' at
Boise State and r
j
natural foods," ~a~~ o~ht:~r
Donaldson,
President of the

BSU students and 7.50 for nonstudents and are available from
the Foreign Student Advising
Office in Room 105 of the Adminlstratton Building or call 3f35.:1757.

International Student Assootatton
"and also to meet the students.'"
Food from over 32 different
countries will be served such
stuffed grapes from Armenia
Rataouille (a vegetable casserole)
from France, Lasagne from Italy
and others.
Some Japanese
students will demonstrate the
Japanese cooking art of making
Yakitori (teriyaki chicken and
mushrooms).
"A lot of people aren't aware of
how many foreign students go to
Boise State," said Donaldson,
"Nbny of them will be dressed In
their traditional costumes, it will
be very colorful." Cbnaldson said
there are 100 foreign students at
Boise State and 50 more born here
, of foreign parents.
Once Dinner is completed, the
entertainment
will
begin,
featuring
performances
from
around the world. Juju, a dance

as'

~ent ~ecuted, and student prouced. If the festival makes any
money it will be used for a
~:~~arshIP fund for foreign stu.

Engineer Shortage Hits BSU.
by Teme H. Rowley
Assoclate'fdltor
BS~campus
Engineering
departments allover the U.S. are
experiencing high turnover rate
among faculty members. Boise
State Lkliversity Is not an exception.
.According to Cbn Parks of the
BSU Engineering D3partment, the
BSU staff Is shorthanded. BSU
has not been able to offer an
attractive
enough salary to
interest a professor of Bectrical
Engineering. "A BA In engineering starts out In the field with
higher pay than an MA or
Cbctorate would receive teaching," said Parks.
.According to Norm Olhm,

Your Molenaar's
, Representatives
on Campus
,:.

f.\Pat
Choose From
OUf Selection of

Rick

.rr;~.

Diamond Jewelry
Watches
Earrings
Pendants
and much more
,

.Jewelers

"

... ,1207 B~adway 2 ~lacks South of Bronco StadiJrn

are

another faculty 'member, there
stlU, quality teachers though,
"people
who are teaching
engineering courses-really like to
teach."
"Students aren't having problems finding gainful employment
in the engineering field ...startlng
salaries are between $180(}'1900a
month," Olhn added.
Presently there are roughly 140
students
enrolled 'into
the
engineering courses at BSU.
Boise State University teaches
freshman, sophomore and junior
courses in engineering. This can
put a student within. two or three
semesters of graduation.
A
student presently must finish at
another school. .

hoi e,

n adj.

L (he acr or instance of choosing, 2, (he right or
opportunity (() choose, "eli 8. worthy of being
chosen. excellem.

Riding BUS is one way to choose more for yourself and
get more from each tank of gas. We travel 20 routes in
- the city for 4,000 people who made an economical
choice. You could, too:

We Can Get

You Therel

Bo/s6 Urban Stages
POBox
9016 • Boise. 1083707
Telephone 336·1010

Keiser--------------------unsigned documents returned to
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proposed polley because he believed these were necessary functions which only "faculty can
perform effectively."
Keiser sent back to the Faculty
Senate their recommendations on
Polley 5357-B regarding tenure
committees and their duties and
composition.
Keiser said he
would approve the polley if certain
changes were made.
The president did not agree that
the status of students on the
committee should be changed
from one of voting to non-voting.
He noted that the State Board of
8:Jucatlon wants "equitable student representation."
Keiser
stated belief that the senatora

misconstrued the meaning of
"equitable."
He urged that the
matter be discussed and agreed
upon by the Student Senate.
To make the tenure policy
acceptable to' him, Keiser suggested that If a department has
fewer tenure positions available
than faculty recommended by the
Tenure Committee and the D:lan
of the School, that the department
should recommend Which faculty
should be awarded tenure and/or
placed on continuing appointment.
An amendment to that
effect was lntroduced in the
Senate and passed, however further discussion or action on this
rejected proposal was tabled.
In the last In a series of

the Senate, Keiser objected to
legal counsel for faculty members
where disciplinary proceedings
were instigated under BSU regulations.
Keiser believed that every effort
should be made to keep oncampus hearing seperate from
civil action, He wrote "to bring
lawyers into campus disciplinary
hearings, elevates the problem
and. extends It in' improper
fashion." However, Keiser made
It clear that If the circumstances
"dictated" the need for counsel,
he would see that legal aid was
provided, although he Indicated
his hopes that it would be a "rare"
occasion that this did happen.

..We can help you make
sure it wiD be!
Wedding Invitations & Supplies,
Bridal .Accessorles Albums'
Shower & Receptiol) Supplies
Custom Imprinting
Personal. & Meaningful Gifts
Brides - Register for our Free
Mo.n~~Iy'Dra'iJing!
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OVERLAND PARK AND WESTGATE MALL

'

STAFF MEMBERS NEEDED

S.U.B. INFORMATION
CENTER
1980-81 SCHOOL YEAR
Do you:
-Partlclpate In campus
. activities?
-Belong to campus
orQanizations?
-EnJOYworking with people?
-Have artlstlc talent or
Experience?
-Need a job for next year?
Being an Information Center
Staff member offers:
--FlexIble hours
-20 hrs. per week average
-No work study
funds
required
-Convenient location
-Variety of work
assignments
"

For.. applications and more
Information call 385-1448.
Application deadline is' April·
:....e'~

..
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by Terrie H. Rowley
Associate Editor
BSU-- The Bronco Athletic
Association pledged 5 million
dollars to the Pavilion Project in
Fall 1978. To date no dollar
amount is available that indicates
how much they have raised but
Jim Faucher, Executive Drectorof
the BAA is more than optimistic.
Faucher described the drive as,
"low key but direct." Fauchenatso
attributed the drive's success to
the strong community support of
the BSU athletics.
.
The money is being raised by
outright gifts from contributors
and through
BAA' Lifetime
tvemberships. It costs 25,000 to
50,000 dollars per membership
and the BAA seating in the
Pavilion will be located on the
M:!zzanine.
According
to

Faucher, the seats aren't considered prime seating, but do
provide an excellent view of
events.. ,
kcording to Faucher, lifetime
memberships entitle the member
to lifettme use (20 years for

business memberShips) of ,any
combination of University Club,
Presidents' Club and/or Pavilion
seats.
Lifetime members are also entitled to exclusive use of their

Two nationally known writers,
young adult novelist tots Lowry
and fiction writer-essayist TI II ie
Olsen will complete the 1979-80
Charles David Wight Series with
April readings and lectures in
Boise.
is the author of "A
Summer to Die," chosen fo'r the
1978Reading Association intemational children's book award and
as beSt book of 1977 by School
Library Journal.
Her - second

'novel, "Firid a Stranger, Say
Goodbye," the story of an adopted
girl's search for her true parents,
was published in 1978.
She will give a talk on writing
literature for adolescents April 23
at the Boise Gallery of Art at 8
p.m. as part of the gallery's
V'l.ednesdaynight program series.
The lecture will be free to the
public.
Olsen will read from her works

I

seats for all events.
Lifetime
memberships
are
transferable sublect to approval of
the BAA Board of Directors.
These memberships entitle the

additional
seats and season
tickets. M:!mberS will have use of
all Pavilion exercise faCilities
special reserved parking PrlV~
lieges, a special plaque and pro-

holder to receive first priority for

gram recognition.

rit rss tFinal f r

lowrY

sst
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isi .g Driv

ri ht Seri s

rvbnday, April 28, in. the Lookout
Room ot.the SUB at 8 p.rn, April
29) she will address the. annual
meeting of the ~A
at noon. A
soup and salad luncheon will be
C'~tClilable
to the public, and brown
baggers will also be welcome.
A recipient of the literary award
of the American Academy and

reprinted in Harpers in 1975, is
Widely used in courses in literature, writing,
and women's

Institute of Arts and Letters,
Olsen is the author of ''Tell tve a
Riddle," a widely acclaimed collection of short fiction. "Tell tve a
Riddle," has 'also been performed
dramatically on numerous college

of English at BSU. The series is
funded by a 1979-80 grant of
$5,000 from the National Endowment for the Arts and by contributions from Boise cascade Corporation, the Boise Gallery of Art,
The Book Shop, and the Boise
Independent School District. It is
sponsored by the Bolse Public
Readings Consortium.

campuses.
Olsen's essay "Silences,"
originally a talk given at the
Radcliffe Institute in 1962 and

studies.
11. carol tv'artin of the BSU
English ~partment coordinates
the Wight series which is in
honor of the late Charles Divid
Wight, poet and former professor

cks Exp_eta

Cut

campus Digest News Service
tv'any graduate schools will
receive no new awards next year
from a federally-financed fellowship program for women. and
minority students.
The cutback is expected to hit
tvexican-American applicants in
the IJI..tlstand Southwest particularly hard.
The number of new fellowships
nationwide probably will drop
from5OOthis year to 211 next year
because Congress has not· increased oppropriations for the
Graduate Profession Opportunities Program.
So far this program, now in its
second year, has provided about
800 fellowships to 108 schools.
The annual awards total $3,900 per
student, with matching summs to

'1

the school.
Unofficially the schools to be
turned down next year include
Stanford,
Harvard, MIT, the'
University of Callfomlaat Berkely,
Los Angeles and santa'cruz and
the Claremont Graduate'School.
California, which received 33
awards this year, expects only two
in 1980-81. ' oregon',' Nevada,
Texas, Arizona and Colorado will
get no new awards at all.
President carter had asked
Congress for an increase of $7
million in appropriations
for
1980-81. Congress decided on
only a $850, 00 increase from the
previous year's level of $8 million.
Carter's 'fiscal 1981 budqet asks
Congress to appropriate $13 for
1981-82.
CONTINUED
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Bev TNlchol , . Health Science
Senator, who has been reelected,.
four committees averaging to
is anxious to see that the student
about 11 and one-half hours a
recommendation for the Pavilion
week spent in work for various
Board of Governors be approved
types of problems. At one time,
by. University President John
Senator Beth S. Young, Arts and
Keiser.
Science Senator, kept track of her
The Senate Is responsible for
hours and found that the $15 a
distributing about $206,000 of
month in service awards came to
student fees.
Senator Nichol
about a $1.60 an hour.
said, "Before I became a Senator, I
The four standing committees
had no idea of how much money
deal with Academic Affairs,
was in the hands of the student
Student Affairs, Ways and tveans,
senate. The responsibility for its
,and Legislative Review. tvbst of
management towards the stuthe Senate's work was accomdents' interest is 'my main job."
plished by these committees and
W1en the Senators were asked
included such things as revising'
about the influence the senate is
the Recreation Board so that
able to provide and whether they
recreation organizations such as
need more, less orhad the right
Judo Club, Rodeo Club' and
amount of "power" from the
Bowling Club may be funded for
administration to do their job.
their major events of comoetttlon.
The majority of the senators
~her committees accomplishments included dealing with camagreed that they had the right
pus bike traffic problems, parking
amount of power.
problems for cars on.campus and
Debbie Brouks , Education
double doors that created diffiSenator said, ''The Senate is not
culties for the handicapped.
as beneficial as it could be. There
Not all projects the 1979-80 is great potential In the system,"
Senate set out to do were accombut the senate does not live, up to
plished. Senator Young hopes
it. Wa need more communication
that the Senate Outreach project
with the students and other stucan' be reconstructed.
Project
dents leaders on campus.
Outreach was designed to make
Senator. Nichol said, ''The
student government more visable
Senate Is extremely beneficial
to the students by setting up
those studentswti'o use It and is
office hours and desks at various
useless to those who Ignore it."
areaS In the academic buildings.
ASBSU Vice President Qm'ell
Belinda OEMs,Arts and sctence
(Gus) Gustaveson, chairman of
Senator, hopes herproject will be
the Senate, summed It up at the
carried out by an Incoming
could
senator ." Divis started plans for .taat senate saylng,''\Nj
have done better, but we could
putting left-handed seats In the
Science education lecture halls. ' have done WOrse."
CONTINUED
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. by Mchelle Hartell
Associate Ei::lltor

BS~ The 1980-81 term has
begun In student government as
the newly elected Vice-President
Beth S. Young made several
appointments for positions within
the govemment.
Senator
Bev Nichol
was
appointed the vice-chairman for
the student senate.
Senator Helen Holt was appointed to chair the Academlc Affairs
committee
which consists
of
Senator Kay Kemp and Senator
Nichol ..
Senator Anita \/'\.ardwell will
chair the Student Affairs committee which conslsts of Senators
Gene Hayes and Burt \/\brrell.
Senator '~bble
Brooks will
chair the Legislative Review committee which consists of Senators
Gene Hayes and Burt \/\brrell.
Senator ~bble
Brooks will

chair the Legislative Review com-: . these to the appropriate Senator
mittee and Senators Bob Stroud
who can be found In the senate
and Mke tv'ead will also sit on the
Office, . second
floor of the
committee.
Student Union Building.
Sitting on the .Academic GrelNot all positions are limited to
vance Board will be \/'\.ardwell,
Senators.
Approximately eighty
tv'ead, Holt, Stroud and \/\brrell.
The Ad Hoc committee for the
I!II
Pavilion Board of Govemors will
be Brooks, \/\brrell and chalred by .
Nichol.
l-ayeswlll be student representative for Faculty Senate. \/\brrell
Bolse-A public meeting wlil be
will be on the Intematlonal
held atthe 'N\CA on \/\ed., April
Student Committee.
Brooks will
30 at 7 pm to discuss possible
be on the Election Board.
actions that can be taken by Ald to
The Financial Advisory Board
~pendent
Children (ACe) reciwill consist of Hayes, Brooks and
pients and their supporters to
tv'ead.
'
meet the Impending reduction of
Stroud will sit on the Mnority
public assistance
monies and
Cultural Board.
food
stamps
by
state
and federal
!-bIt and Kemp will be on the
agencies.
Student Handbook committee
The rneetlnq is being sponsored
~Ith Kemp also on the Publications Advisory Board.
by. the Alliance for ~pendent
Any student with problems,
Children's Rights, a newly-formed
questions or concems can take
welfare rights group.

jobs, both paying and volunteer
openings are offered to the students at large.
Tony Lund is available for
information and applications concemlng the possibilities student

govemment has to offer the
students
of
Boise
State
Ullversity. Lund can be found on
the second floor of the Student
tnlon _Building In the ASBSU
office.

The purpose of the Alliance Is to
insure that Idaho's
14,000
children
dependent "on public
assistance and food stamps receive adequate food, shelter, and
medical services to give them the
same chance as other children to
develop into healthy, productive

special.session of the legislature
in fvby and it appropriates $1.5
million, the average ACCgrant of
$256 per mother and child will be
:cut to abo ut $75-0r, perhaps, to
nothing at all-a month for food,
'shelter and utilities.
For more Information
call:
Linda Lou Arcadia at 342-0658, or
call 343-1791.

I

adults.
Unless action Is taken at the

Graduating Seniors
Remember ... aprofessionalresume can open the
door to your future!

ASBSUPresidential Goals -~----CONTINUED
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In her presidential
address,
Thomas outlined such proposed
programs as the student budget,
student Internships on campus,
the pavilion and the Idaho Public
Interest Research Group (PIRG),
plus many other proposed programs as being important Issues
on campus.
The projected $200,000 ASBSU
budget is one area In which
Thomas has proposed that she, as
president, sit on the Financial
Advisory Board (FAB) In the
spring.
'
"Since the ASB President Is
charged with presenting the budget to the Senate, why not
Increase the membership on the
FAB In the Spring to include the
ASB President for the purpose of
hearing' budget 'presentations,"
Thomas said.
The President would then present the budget to the Senate, a
two step process instead· of the
current five, eccorolnq to Thomas.
- _. She also raised questions about
faculty relationships
With students and student intemships, in
an attempt to better understand
the positions of the faculty and
students
from each point of
view. Thomas suggested that a
joint
ASBSUI Faculty
Senate
caucus,"
where students
and
faculty can exchange Ideas and"
make recommendations to their
constituents. "
Students
internships
also
would be a program where students receive a better understanding of the university upper division
BSU'students would participate in
,~he proposed program to get first
hand knowledge of adrtlinistrative
jobs benefitting the university in
two ways; first, the student would
learn how administrative
jobs
were performed and second, to
Increase Interaction between students and administration, accordIng to Thomas.
.. The English major also has
opinions on the multi-purpose
pavilion that's to be completed 'In
January of 1982.
'
"I think Janet Hayes summed It
up pretty well when she sald that
Boise State University needs this
structure, "and it will.not get less
expensive as time "goes on and
even though students are perhaps
paying a'dlspropartlonate share of
the constructloh'of
the university
because .of the nature of' the
university and its quickness in
growing, students wIII ..~!?~tiriu~ tg
pay a disproportlonclte" Share of
the building cost,therefore,
the
Board of education directed that

the pavilion
be built,"
said
Thomas.
Thomas would also like to see a
strong programs board .that will
deal with pavilion programs.
Also, Thomas, charges that
"students are not being given the
kind of direct recognition to the
pavilion that citizens in the city of
Boise are being offered, such as
having your name on a plaque for
donating $50 or more," sald
Thomas.
.
She is working with President
John Keiser for a solution to this
problem and, In fact Keiser has
sent a letter to the Architectural
liaison Committee charging them
with recommending
a way of
showing that students helped
financially with the pavilion's construction.
Thomas thinks that like the
community, students should receive some form of recognition for
their financial support of the'
pavilion In the form of a statue or
some type of art.
Thomas also believes In student
. control of the pavilion, but not
necessarily
the 51 percent
majority many students demand.
"I have no quarrel with the facit
that we need the pavilion on
campus, I would be concerned
that students prepare themselves
to participate In thegoveming of
that building and participate In the
benlfits of that building," stated
Thomas.
"Students need a strong voice
in the govemlng of that building
. so that students who are paying
the major amount of money have a
major consideration for the things
that are coming
In (to the
'pavillon)," said Thomas.
But she wants to think In terms
of strength, not necessarily -nurnbers for the make-up of the
Pavilion's Board of Govemors.
"If students have 51 out of 100
seats and yet those seats are
comparatively weak seats so that
the 49 are strong on the governing
board, what does numbers do for
you?" Thomas said.
She added,''W1en I sat on the
Core
Curriculum'
Revision
Committee as the only student on
that committee, I had a strong
voice on what happened during
the course of the deliberations. I
was there and I was the only
student and there were 8 or 9
faculty members on that committee and' yet my voice was heard
very strongly when I spoke,"
It would be nice If w..e had 51
percent and every~lngle,.stl!q~~t
attended every. slngl~" tlm~,' b.~ I
know a lot of comrtllttoos" where .
there's one student on that com-

mittee and the student never goes.
So, how much representation do
students have on those committees? So, how are you going to
say just 51 percent.
Ok, 51
students and 49 other guys and
then none of the students show up
or only 12 students show up, does
that really- benefit students?"
questioned Thomas.
PIRG is another issue Thomas
addressed that concems
this
campus.
''W1ere PIRG is, is the students
made a specific proposal to the
State Board (of Education), the
State Board said no, but they also
said, come back to us with
something else, with a different
proposal, with something we can
support because we want to see
students have a voice on campus,
at Boise State University.
So,
what's happening Is that the PIRG
organizers and some of the rest of
us who are concemed about
student govemment on campus
are meeting with state board
members, with John Keiser, with
each other in trying to estabilsh a
package that is acceptable to the
State Board, acceptable to Keiser
and acceptable to the students on
campus," Thomas said.
"I will work as an objective
observer In the Senate and I think
we'll (Young and the Senators) get
along well," Thomas sald.
ASBSU Vice-President
Beth
Young, as President Pro-Tempore
of the Senate, sees many ,of the
same issues that Thomas has
taken a position on as Issues that
the Student Senate will also deal
with.
Parking, PIRG and the
number 9,f Senators needed on a
committee to start business each
committee meeting.
•
She defines her role as closely
working with Thomas using her
desk as a clearinghouse
when
Issues are presented to the
Senate.
'
"I think It would bea lot easier
and I think I can help Sally by
helping the Senators communiocate with Sally," Young Said.
Another program Thomas is
pushing Is a class free hour every
week preferrably on V\A3dnesday ,
between 11:30 a.m: - 12:'40 p.m.
because that day and time have
statistically
proven Itself the
highest class. attendance time
during the week.
This would give students who .
leave school after their' 3 p.m.',
class. a chance to benefit from
extracurricular
activities, not to
mention thebeniflts
for other
students, she added.
-Thomas expects to work closely
with !<alser on ASBSU Issues.
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Fads.\1aveprobably always been part of college life. v\ttenl'was a
freshman at Boise State there was quite a large fad for expensive
pairs of sun glasses, but (with the perverse twist which mar1<s most
fashion fads) the sunglasses were never actually worn on the fadee's
face. Instead of covering the eyes the sun glasses were worn on top
of the head like some kind of plastic tiara. It was mildly absurd to
see hundreds of aledgedly same students squinting In dazzlngly
bright sunshine while forty dollars ~rth of green plastic rested mere
Inches from their eyes.
That was a long time ago as far as fads are concerned and by now
sun glasses on top of the head are just a memory-this year the hot
fad Is roller skating. Like the stereotype fad, roller skating appears
. slightly loony-to anyone not caught up In it; but also like the
stereotype fad, roller skating will be vehementiy practlced by Its
adherents until It is suddenly relegated to the has-been status of
Citizen's Band radios and hula-hoops, Its short but frantic heyday
having Inexplicably run its course.
Mlst popular fads In this country are of the harmless, mildly silly
variety of which roller skating Is an example; but on rare occasions, a
really serious political idea or movement will be taken up as a.
popular fad. In the Sixties the serious anti-war movement took on
the characteristics of a media-hyped fad, having as it did Its own
fashions, Its own music, and Its own jargon. Regardless of the
sincerity of some of the anti-war protestors, and the seriousness of
the topic they were dealing with, It is likely that the fadish aspects of
the anti-war movement attracted a large number of people who were
genuinely more Interested in getting In on what was cool than they
were In ending the war.
In the seventies the serious topic which attracted a fad following
was the ecology movement. In the ear1y part of that decade Earth
D:ly celebrations were so much in style that even the car oriented
high school students of Boise would forsake their cars on Earth D:ly
and either ride school buses or, to be even more chic, ride their
bicycles (which had usually been lying dormant since the owners got
their drivers license at age fourteen) to school. By the mid-seventies
gas prices had gone up, interest In the ecology movement had gone
down and the ecology fad had run its course.
Yesterday was the tenth anniversary of Earth D:ly and, to the
surprise of most people, Boise State and other area groups had Earth
D:ly celebrations. These celebrations were not pitytul nostalgic
attempts to revive the glory days of the ecology movement, but
demonstrations of what the movement Is doing right now and how
the philosophy of the ecology movement fits In with todays concems
about energy conservation. After all, such energy saving devices as
solar cells and efficient automobile engines were concems of the
ecology movement before they were concems of the energy
conservation movement. It is nice to see that the interest In the
ecology, as demonstrated by Earth D:ly, has survived Its brush with
the unenduring fame generated by its fad days and Is not going to be
forever thrown away with the other toys which mark the course of our
fad history.
DB

Editor, The Arbiter:
Recently a letter by Rhonda
Boothe (a PIRG student organizer)
appeared In the Idaho Statesman
disputing Ralph Nader's connection with PIRG. It was stated that:
'1hefirst Public Interest Research
Group was organized 10 years ago
in Oregon by D::maldRoss, who is
now executive director of New
York's PIRG. Ralph Nader has no
connection with the groups other
than that he encourages students
to become involved as citizens In
public arenas' and thus endorses
the concept of an organization
through which we' can actively
pursue this kind of Involvement."
These statements are contradlctory to those made by Nader's
biographers.
On page 165 of
"Nader: The People'S Lawyer,"
Robert F.' Buckhorn states: 'Wlat
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Sincerely,
Stephen M Pltlno
P.S. I sure hope that daring to
oppose PiRG won't cause Mke
Cramer to call me a "Demagogue"
or "Reactionary".
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I think it is unfair of people to
say Ronald Reagan is senile just
because he calls Edward i<Bnnedy
"Senator Mlssachusetts" and defends "my so-called facts" by
calling them so. It is not senility'
that makes him dumb. Hollywood
did that long ago.
It Is argued by sophisticated
defenders of- Reagan's lack of
sophistication-the
old tntellec-

80§

College Pr_essService

Nadervisuallzes is an extension of
the concept behind his own
\f\Bshington-based Public Interest
Research Group." And on page
168 he states: "Once Oregon wss
settled on, Nader sent, as advance
men, a pair of smooth, dedicated,
supersalesmen, Donald Ross and
James V\elch." It's worth noting
that Donald Ross co-authored
"ktlon
For A Change" with
Nader.
This being a PIRG
organizing manual. Also, Nader
went on an exhaustive lecture
campaign In Oregon to organize
PIRG there.I feel that a private, activist
group like PIRG should only be
supported. by votuntary contrlbutions that It collects itself rather
than iJslng the fee-gathering powers of the state university.
Especially, when PIRG insists on

by GarryWlls .

n

understand his own advisors and
tuals for Joe rvtCarthy crew-that
Intimates, much less the - real
anyone can make a slip on the
wond.
stump. True enough. But, having
Perhaps the worst revelation
made a dozen slips or so in a
contained In this "excuse" was
"veek, Reagan does one of two
Reagan'SClaim that four stars so
things. He keeps on repeating the
Impressed him (so dazzled was he
first
error--e.g.,
that
John
that he could not even tell three
Kennedy cut taxes by 30 percent
from four In the stellar blaze) that
(actually 19)-like a robot whose
he would not challenge the offlcomputer tape cannot be repro"cers' claim, unlikely as It would
grammed.
,Or, - even worse, he tries to seem to any reasonable sophistlcated observer (and, much more,
explain the first slip, compoundparticipant) In our politics. .
Ing the error with even scarier
After all, Ronnie said with his
revelations about his own state of
best Aw-Shucks manner, he only
so-called mind. Take the matter
reached "two bars" In the military
of GI aid to Vietnam veterans. On
service. That, It tums out, was the
that he
flatly wrong, so flatly
double track In this two-bar rothat It seemed Inconceivable he
bot's double talk. Reagan thinks
could be saying what he said-till
it Is cheering to his constituents
he said it a second time.
to be servile and unquestioning In
Reagan's brain trust, that conthe presence of the military. One
tradiction in terms, apparently
pictures him eating jelly beans In
decided this blunder was so odd
the Oval office while two of four
that they had to come up with
military advisors tell him to launch
some attempts to explain the
our nukes-and Ron amiably comInexplicable. But all they could
produce was an excuse four-or- ' plies, on the assumption that two
makes up the majority.
so-times as bad as the first
If Reagan told his followers,
mistake.
tomorrow, that he confused the
Reagan said he got his sonumber of Lt. Gen. Rowney's
called facts from two so-called
stars because he never learned to
Jour star officers of the Armed
count beyond two, they. would
Services. One of these officers, it
predictably cheer him for nlslater tumed out, ha,d only three
forthright manner and tell us that
stars-even In doing repair work on
Is Just what Is needed In the V\hlte
his own inaccuracies Reagan adds
l-ouse, a touch of sobering stuingenious new errors. The govpidity.
emor generously absolved the
V\ell, nobody ever had a right to
retired officers of his own stupiclaim the American electoral sysdity, and said he misunderstood
tem gives us better men than the
them. I repeat: Reagan is not
voters deserve. As the cynics say
senile, Just hard-of-hearing. and
when rigging their robot compuharder of understanding. He calls
ter: garbage in, garbage out.
up a picture of three old codgers
Reagan's voters will, In sufficient
sitting around conversing about
two different things without ever numbers, deserve a Reagan presidency; then will have to explain
noticing that they were doing so.
the Inexplicable. The only. way to
Reaganwas playing his own robot
be fair to Reagan is to presume
tape while the Officers Club'gents
that he 15 not senile, and decide
remembered better days. This
why. on any other hypothesls~ he
was, even Reagan· admitted In
.talks as if he were.
robot talk, a "double t~k"con(M". Wlls is an .nationally synV6rSatlon-whlch is double talk for
dicated columnist)
saying' Reagan could' not even

was
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lie and they seldom work contrary
Firmly planted In the green
gress, the sign reads "Danqer,
to the natural Inclination of the
majority of the electorate, but they
Thin Ice." The waters 'of -the Julia
do seem to have troubles In
Divis Park Lagoon, stretching
getting that sign down.
away behind the sign, ruffle in the
Before pointing of any fingers at
soft,
warm spring
breeze.
''the other guy," ask yourself If
Obviously, here lies a problem.
maybe a good part of the trouble
The problem is not In the sign;
lies in the fact that too': few
when the Ice is thin there is
.danger. The problem is not in the . slqn-taker-downera-are available.
Rather than be content to merely
lack of ice; spring temperatures
point out the danger signs you see
generally result in no Ice. The
existing at BSU, why not volunteer
problem seems to be that of either
to spend a few hours this coming
inappropriate communication or
80-81 year getting them taken
.Iack ot communication. Since the
down? Or, maybe you can help
sign, an inanimate object, cannot
hoist a few into place, towam us
lie, and the water is only. doing
all.
what is natural at 32 plus degrees,
Think about it.
It's students
the inappropriatness of their joint
who are trying out the university
communication can only be attriwaters, whether they are leaming
buted to a lack of communication:
to swim or to skate. So, without
no one told someone to go take
the needed workers, who do you
down the sign.
suppose is the most likely group
The same two problems face
to go under? .
administrations In trying to serve
those who have elected them Into
Sally Thomas
office.
Inappropriate communication and lack of communicaASBSU President
tion. Mmlnistrators don't usually
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A Chapter from History:
World War III
by D'. Richard Mlisler
Although the immediate survi~rs of the Nuclear Exchange
continued to read and write for
several decades, literacy all but
vanished In the next generation. It
had no practical relevance to the
survival problems posed in. the
post-Exchange environment of
social disintegration.
Even if It
had been useful, literacy would
not have been possible, for inability to concentrate was the
most prominent feature of the
survivor's Psychosis that afflicted
vir:tually everyone.
The following is an excerpt from
''WJrld History," the first book to
be published In more than 150
years. It was released in a limited
edition of 850 copies and distributed in the year 2176 to every
literate adult.
Vlbrld War IH
"For all practical purposes the
began In the Spring of 1980.
Although the Nuclear Exchange
was still some time in the future,
the, world began moving rapidly
toward it during the early months
of that year.
"Govemments 'and politicians
all over the 'World seemed simultaneously . to- redlscover an old
truth.
Ordinary people. were
wil:ing to tum away from the
severe problems of everyday life If
they were offered a foreign enemy
to worry about. No govemment
was improving the lives of Its
people In the midst of a worldwide economic crisis .. Almost at
once they stopped trying. They
found that they COUld,stay in
power by, calling upon vestigial
responses:
outmoded patriotisms, chauvinism, old national
and racist hatreds, religious
loyalties, inspirational doctrines
of freedom or social utopias.
''The move toward large-scale
violence in intematlonal life was
supported
by the pervasive
presenceof smaller-scale violence
in ordinary social life. Physical
and emotional terrorism of all
escrlptlons
had
becom~

war

.'

,;

commonplace.
''The only new factor in the
situation, however, arose from
thermonuclear
and computer
technologies.
Some scientists
and writers had demonstrated that
a Nuclear Exchange would produce destruction
and misery
greater by many orders of magnitude than the race had previously
known. Although a small anti-war
movement. was organized In the
early 1980's, it was easily swept
aside whereever it arose byestablishment politicians.
.
''The behaviors of people and
nations, therefore, were familiar.
The unique element was the
results, due to the power otnew
hardware. tvbre than 65% of the
.world's human population was
destroyed immediately or within 5
years because the ecological
.system could not support more
than a tiny human population;
Another 20% or their descendents
were rendered Infertile or biologically useless because of lethal
or reproduction-negating mutations in their germ line.
''The human social order disappeared briefly. Its reconstruction on a permanent basis is
doubtful even now because the
gene pool may be too pr;ofoundly
damaged to produce enough
healthy human beings.
"A smal I group of contemporary
philosophers has been charged
with the task of looking beyond
our current struggles of reconstruction. 'In the unlikely event
that human beings can reestablish
a stable culture andclvilfzatton,
they have been asked, how can
future mass destruction
be
avoided?
''The work of these people has
not yet been productive. Reviewing the history of Vlbrid Wir III,
they get stuck on certaln questions that have no obvious answers: '\I\tly did the truth make no
difference, even in the private and
intimate, interactions of people
facing catastrophe?'
'W1y did
private and public. Institutions,
dedicated both to welfare' and
truth,
fail
to prevent ,th
Exchange?' "
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not accredited, or even a deflnl"It may be 5 or 10 percenfoff, but
tute's.statlstlcs showed a net loss
(campus Digest News Service)
tlon by which they might be
it's probably tile most accurate
because
it
only
counted
colleges
The participation of the private
Identified--in
many cases--as
report available on changes In the
that had been both founded and
sector In higher education has not
'countable.'"
number of private institutions."
accredited
since
1970.'
He
pointed
declined, says veteranspokesrnan
The institute's director of reThackrey said, "It is both an
out that there Is an average of 45
for public colleges and- unlver- '
search, Virginia Fadll, is a1S11
one
admirable compilation of Informayears between the founding -and
sities, Russell I. Thackrey, who
of the authors of the report and
tion and a source of utter contuaccreditation dates of colleges.
served as executive director of the
defends Its statistics by saying,
slon." Circulars of his critique
"In the light of this, the fact that
National Association Of - State
only three -Institutions were both
Universities
and 'Land-Grant
founded and accredited between
Colleges from 1945 to 1969.
1975 and 1978 seems of little
Thackrey's statement refutes
significance," he said.
the reports of the' National
The .Institute'S report conceded
Institute of Independent Colleges
this point:
and Universities
which, last
"There were 64 Independent"
~ember,
claimed' that "from
colleges' and branch campuses
of professors will come from.
(Cps)-Graduates going into the
founded between 1970 and 1978
winter 1970 through summer 1978,
IX. Iimald War10we of the
job market this spring will be
that met the criteria for inclusion
the independent sector suffered a
American Society for Engineering
offered higher starting salartes
net loss of 65 institutions."
On In the Education Directory. IJIkJ .thanlast year's graduates, but the Education in \fIBshington, D.C.,
have no reliable data on the
the contrary, says Thackrey, the
says the high starting salaries for
salary increases _ are probably
number of colleges founded that
number of accredited private instinew engineers has throwrr the
worth less in real dollars, accordhave not met these criteria."
tutions has Increased every year
discipline "into a very serious
ing to a study by the College
The Education directory Is an
since 1970.
crisis." Even full professors are
Placement Council.
annual publication of the federal
The institute reported that be'Average increases, the CPC· belnq lured from faculty positions
government's National center- for
tween 1970 and 1978, 129 private
announced April 8, are neariy nine
Education Statistics.
colleges and branch campuses
percent, although the inflation
Thackrey says that no one can
had closed and only 64 had been
rate has been 18 percent.
tell
whether
the
number
of
indefounded; and that from 1975
The CPC calculated the averpendent colleges has increased or
through 1978, 40 institutions
(National On-campus Report) .
ages by studying the starting
decreased in recent times. "This
closed and only three were
Financial emergencies
are
salaries offered graduates beis true because there is no way of
founded.
something many students face
tween Sept. 1, 1979 and rvBrch 6,
'counting' institutions which are .
Thackrey said that the instiduring the course of a college
1980.
career and often special loan
,According to the study, petrofunds are available. But at the U.
leum engineering graduates can
ot California-Santa Barbara, stuexpect starting salaries up to
dents who break their glas-ses,
$1979 per month.
need immediate transportation
Not surprisingly, engineers of
home or have textbooks stolen
all types can command the highcan tum to a student government
est salaries.
M:chanlcal engifund for outright hardship grants
neers were offered an average of
that don't have to be repaid.
$1866, per month.
Chemical
The $15,000 fund gives students
engineers got $1790 per month,
up to $100 to replace lost or stolen
civil engineers $1524, and electrical engineers with advanced de- . items or to deal with medical
emergencies or family problems.
grees $1852 per month.
But -sorne students may have
The high starting salaries have
overstated their need, says an
convinced
many engineering
undergraduates to take jobs in- I Associated Students investigating
stead of going to graduate school, ' committee, and the financial aid
office, which disbursed the funds,
a development that causes some
may have been too quick to buy
engineering teachers to worry
student hard-luck stories. Some
about where the next generation

were sent to heads of public
campuses.
An official of the American
Association of state Colleges and
Ullversities said, 'VI.e are going to
conduct joint study to clear up
misunderstandings and get to the
bottom of the actual situation."
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Oh, Fmn!do,ifsouruls so bossl

DRI
E
INNS
..905 Oroadway

Remember to Viear some wsyout beach garb.
I promis8~ Fmnkis.
IT rules, Annette' "

i213 S. Orchard

into -private industry by the high
salaries.
..
Business graduates are also
doing well. Business administration grads are starting at an
average $1197' per month, with
accountants commanding $1284
per month.

Your Complete,
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[iuri By Cyclists For Cyclists

1119 BroadwfiY·

343 ..3'182

Drop by for.a flyer on Boise Cyel ing Club Spring Events. ,
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Some campus officials have
alleged discrimination
against
schools with' a large proportion of
minorities.
The government is
required by law to distribute the
awards widely.
A system of peer review
panelists determines the awards
from proposals _by the individual
schools. fvbre than 150' schools
applied for new fellowships for
1980-81, but only 47 were chosen
by review panelists.

Boise 343-2303

€lCinell i

"'-~ - "~I

Cutbacks-

(fonnerlyTuesday's

Touring Gear
~Campagnolo

students were receiving $100
for stolen bicycles that mysterIously reappeared later, while
others exaggerated the value of
items that were lost or stolen,
says A.S. Executive Director Paula
Rudolph. The Important factor
was the lack of student input into
how the money was spent, and the
failure to draw up specific criteria'
by which applicants should be
judged ..
Under new proposals, student
applicants will be asked to bring
in receipts showing that the
emergency grants were used for
the purposes Intended.
Those
needing car repairs may have to
prove they live beyond bus lines,
while replacement of bicycles may
be eliminated entirely. The A.S. is
also considering establishing an
in-house committee to review
weekly the applications of those
who don't need immediate help.
Proof of financial need may also
be required for the first time.

3018 Overland

Wheel Building"
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Don't forget, Annette, we're going to the ASBSU Beach,·
Party Dance, Friday, April 25 at the Mardi Gras.
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(CPS)-A few weeks ago, MtchGortIer, a Ullverslty of Rorida
student told his glrifriend In
Atlantahewaso't feeling well, and
asked If she would call him back
in a half-hour. But Gortler didn't
answer her retum call;
Concemed, she took the next flight to
Gainesville, hurried to his off':
, campus apartment, and found that
sometime
between Gortler's
phone call and his girlfriend's
arrival, the 19-year-{)ld sophomore
had ptsced a rifle to his head and
shot himself.
Yet Gertler's was only one of
five suicides .during a recent
ten-week period at the University
of F:lorida. Two students, two
fa::ulty members, and one former
student have killed themselves.
An unsuccessful attempt by a
student In the UF parking lot was
also made during the same period.
Wlile UF's suicide rate during
the ten-week period Is extraordInarily high, so is the recent
national college rate.
lnfa::t,
suicide In the 18 to 24-year-{)ld
age group has risen to epldernlc
levels, and the only thing the
experts can agree on is the factors
responsible are baffling.
H3a1thstatistics for college-age
people tell a grim story of depression and stress quite frequently
tied to academic -endeavors "and
college life. Suicide is the second
leading cause of death for 18-24
year-olds. Only auto accidents
claim more college students.
Mmy law enforcement officials,
though, suspect some of those
may also be intentional acts of
self-destruction.
.''There are as many reasons to
commit suicide as there are
people who do it," says Liz Jones,
director of the Alachua County
Suicide and Crisis Prevention
Center in Gainseville.
UF students account for 20 to 30 percent
of the center's case load. "Each
time we' look at a suicide it's
unique. There's no way you can
say a person kills himself because
of college."
L. Thomas Cummings, director
of student mental health services

at Arizona State, thinks college'
or needed."
pressure can help push an unstaConversely, some mental health
ble person over the edge. Yet he
professionals even suggest' that
adds that a lot of students who , college could be a deterrent to
commit suicide bring the potential
suicide.
for killing themselves when they
Astudy done between 1960 and
enroll.
1970 by D". Mchael Peck of the
''There are so many dlrnenslons
University of Southem California
to suicide that It really tsn't talr to
M3dlcal center found that college
Implicate the university completstudents in the Los Angeles area
ely," he says.
''There are life , had a lower rate of 'suicide than
pressures, pressures with boynon-eollege students in the same
friends and girl friends, economic
age group.
pressures. One has to stand a
"GoIIE1ge'is a safe, highlycertain amount of pressure.
structured environment," opines
Academic stress is a validating
Pick, who contends his study
factor, but not a primary one.
applies' to today's students as
"The university may be the last
well.
straw," he adds, "but the whole
"In school a student is procomprehensive mass Is responsitected from the' ambiguities of
ble."
'
life. The worst time' Is when a
But Mchael zangari, a student
student comes to the end of his
at the University of Nebraska academic career, and faces the
whose extensive research into
real world."
suicide was prompted by a
friend's death, firmly believes
college can be a determining
factor.
"A lot of college students
haven't thiLsliglJtest
idea why
they're at college, except that
they've been told they should be,"
zangal; observes. "Then, there are
the social pressures. The pressure to fit into a peer situation, the
pressure to be with someone
sexually. Finally, the pressures
become too much."
Before the end of her second
year of college zangari's friend
Mchelle killed herself with an
overdose of medications she had
. been given by a psychiatrist.
"(Mchelle) was like a lot of us."
zangari wrote In a story about his
friend in Rolling Stone's Co7lege
Papers. "She didn't know exactly
why she was in college, but she
had entered with the idea of
exploring her talent with a freedom that was not possible in the
narrow confines of high school
and home. She looked for a gentle
push from college, and Instead
found herself shoved Into a
crowded auditorium with 125
other freshman, frantically taking
notes in survey classes that had
little to do with what she wanted

cr.
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SSlJ-Surf's up'! TheASBSU
Programs Board is throwing a
beach party dance to be held. April
25 at the M!.rdl Gras.
Wnewood, a local rock and roll
band will provide the hit music of
the early 1960's..
'
The doors will be open from 8

"Onceupon a time," agrees D".
Muvln Miler, a San Diego-based
suicidologist, ''there was a pattem
to life that could be counted on:
get through highschool,
go to
college, get a Job, and get
married. It may sound dull,but It
offered security.
"Now, there are no more guarantees. Students cannot be sure
of getting a Job In their chosen
field and there's a general sense of
disillusionment with the wortd."
Counselors at ttle University of'
Texas-Austin see people contemplating suicide all the time,
8:Iwih Gray reports. He says that
UT has a very low incidence of
suicide, though 31 Texas Students
haVe taken their own lives since
1971. The rate is a little lower
than the national average.
Yet no one' pretends there's a
single solution to the problem.

cr.

h
p.m. to 1 a.m. with \l\4newood
playing from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
, Admission will be $2.00 with
activity card and $2.50 without It.
Alcohol will be served so I.D.
cards will be checked ..
Beach attire is encouraged.

I
Memorial Scholarship to Spain

Corl OoIln police commlsalon ... from· Falkonberg,Sweden, will
discuss Iho SWodlllh police syst..., Monday, April 28, at aoiee .

Slat~i.lecturo. which will be froolo tho public. will be at 10 a.rn. In '
'lhO Sonlllo CIlembor1l of Iho.Sludont Union Building.
Dalln's vl.1I 10 BSU '" sponoored by Iho BoIBOSIIIlO crlmlnat
Justice edmlnlatratlon program and tho ~ohn Day School of Crlmlnat
Justice. Now Yorl<.

DQ!

~Ime ~i~
'L
~// (:)
Silm ~-==-..::.:;-

Fiction Author Speaks in Boise
Fiction wrllor-esaaylat Tlillo Olson. wlnnor of tho, lIIenvy
oward of tho Amerl""" Acadomy llI1dInstltuto of Arts llI1d Lett.....
will read from her works Monday, April 28 In Iho BoIBO51810
Siudoni Union Lookout Room at 8 p.m. Tho prognllTl will be froo to
tho publiC. April 29. Olson will eddr ... tho annual mooting 01
YWCA et noon. A ooup and aaled luncheon will be ovallablo to tho
public. and brown bagger, will aloo .be woIoomo,

€}

By applying and
~
working for your ASBSU
In one of th~se crucial positions:
-Admin. AllSllltant to ASBSU President
-Broadcast Advloory Board
-Election Board
-AS6SU Flnnncial Advloory Board
-lntllrnotlonal
Students Committee
-Judlclary
-Arblter Advisory Board
, -Studont Lobby

. Getting students who need help
to the mental health counseling
centers, Jones contends, is also
part of the press' responsibility.
She believes all suicide stories
ought to include the phone numbers of nearby crisis centers.
But of course funding is also a
barrier to those trying to help
students with emotional problems. Counseling centers are
chronically understaffed, 'unable
to provlde.enough time and attentlon when center traffic gets thick.
"In the end," Cummings sighs, "it
all comes down to money."
'
Although mental health professionals are reluctant to admit they
have few means of preventing the
-self-destruction
plaguing
campuses, all agree that, given
the scarcity of money, an individual student must be willing to ask
for help.

s

Swedish Police Commissioner

4tL
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"Value of Youth ' Workshop·
-Student Union Board of Govemol1l
-Academic Standards Committee
-Athletic Board of Control
-Curriculum Committee
-Financial Aids Committee
-Personnel SClectlon Committee
-saga Committee
.
- Pavilion BOard of Governors

see

Don't
one you like? Well, there are plenty more
to be hooked. Student applications for both paId &..
volunteer positions are now available. ASBSU
Student Government

2nd floor SUB
385-1440

A throo day oocIaI work _kahoP. "Tho Value of Youth," will be
conducted In tho St. Luke's Hoapllal Andoraon Medical Conler.
Bolao, AprIl3G-May 2. Workshop topics wlllinciudethoinlogration
of education and work. tho polonllal of alienated youlh. and
Juvenllo Justice B)'SIom, Keynote .pookor I. Dr. Arthur Pearl.
principia erchltect of tho "Now ear....... movement. Tha aomln ..
Is openoored by tho BSU Social Work Dopar\mont and tho Idaho
Department of HoaJlh ond. Wolfaro Buroou of Training.
Roglatrlllion will be April 30 III noon. For furthor Information about
IhO workshop, contoct Dave Johnson. Staff Dovolopment Conler.
1101 RQO<ltVO St,. Boloo. 334-3127.
•

Silver Medallion Nominations
In honor of ",,-.lly
aarvIce. Sliver Midalilon. will ogaln be
awarded d ....lng eommoocemont ceramonl ... 10 facully member'
end atudont'lIIl1o have outstanding raconla or Ichlovemontt. or 10
clllzonsllll1o _
made a m.... lngful contribution to Ihe unlveralty.
Nomlnatlons.lor this ~'.
awarda llhould. be lurnod In I~
f'rGllldonl Kelw'o
office In B307 by May 2.
Information

lor thlaspace la ProvJde:l bytheOlficeoflntormotlon

"""""'cd

Application. 010 now being
for the Anthony A, Scott
Mamorlal Scholerllhlp that will pay $1.000 to students who will
attend Boise Stato's "CIlmpus In SpaIn" Jloxt fatl.
ThrllO oc:holprllhlp.OIo ovallablo, according to program dlroctor
Pat Bletor. Application deadllno Is Mey 1.
Maro Information abOut. tho program or tho Scott Memorial
SchoIOlllhips can be obtained from Dr. Pat Bloter, Depanmonl of
ToacItor Education, BSt!' 1910 Unlvonlty Drive, Boloo, 1083725.

.

Seminar

Normen ShoaJy, ;uthor of best BOlIllI'S "Tho Pain Gamo" and "00
10 Self HaQlth." will spook Thursday. April 24 at 8:30·
e.m.,1:15 p.m. and 7 p.m, In tho SUB Ballroo;m. Tho topic of hi.
talks will be paronlhood. and tho m/lllllComent of ChroniC patn and
atr..... Ticket. for tho ..mIner. at $20 for studont. and $25 for tho
general public. oro avallabla In tho BSU Counsallng Contor on Ihe
alxth floor of tho Education BUilding. eatl ~1802
for moro
InformatIon.
Days

I

International

Festiva!

An InlornDllonal food. sonll and dance fostlval Is planned DI BSU
Friday, April 25, at 7:30 p.m. In tho Student Union Ballroom.
T1cketsfor tho mulll-<:ullural ovonlng may be obtained In room 105
ollho BSU Admlnlstrlllian Building from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. weekday ••
tolcphono 38S-1757. Cost I. $7.50 for thogenerat public end $3 for
BSU atudonl. With octlvlty card.,

Mathematics

Lectures

1l'I'oemlllhomatlc:s loctur .... will partlclpatoln a BSU colloquium
1.pr1125 on<! 29. Tho public I. Invlled to otIend tho tlll.ks which
begin FrIdaY III 11:40 a.m.
Then. Dr. Cor1 SWllnson. Seallie
l.JnIv<nlty. WIll spook or. "A Non-Tochnlcall.o<t< at Small Busln ... ,.
llIld PInonaI Qlmput ...... In tho BSU Old 5clonco Building. room '
203. At tho _
tlmo, Julio Buchholz, a Qlunaolor for Evprott
CorTvn",lty Cbllogo. Woah., will apook In room 209 about
"Dvorcomlng Math Anxiety." April 211. Dr. lAlom\lrd Tomhllm.
Olovron· ~
Co., will d11lCUS1 "Tho M8\hemetlclan and
Induatry"1ll1:4Op,m, In room 2080fthODld ScIence Building, and
"KlIchlan's Atgorllhm"at
2:50 p.m. In room 209.
SCrvlces, Ad. Bldg., Rm 123, orphone3S5-1562

',;;
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Swedish Police Officer
Speaks at Boise·Stote
cutlon and police administration
BSU-carl O:1l1n, pollee comfor twenty years. A graduate of
missioner
from
Falkenberg,
Stockholm University School of
Sweden, will discuss the Swedish
Law, he began his career with the
pollee system Mmday, April 28,
Stockholm Pollee D:lpartmentj
at Boise State University.
and In 1965 was named to the
D:lIin's lecture, which will be
free to the public, will be at 10 . federal position of assistant district commissioner. He has been
a.m. In the Senate Chambers ot
a district commissioner since·
the BSU Student Union Building.
1972.
.
He wlli
discuss
modern
His
lecture,
seventh
In an
philosophy and contemporary
annual European speaker series,
problems in the Swedish criminal
is sponsored by the Boise State
justice system.
A discussion
criminal justice administration
period \!ViIIfollow.
program and the John Jay School
D:lIln has been Involved in
of Criminal Justice, New York.
Swedish local and federal prose-

Improving Evalu

s

Campus Diges t News Service

The lovesof her life shine bright
in Zales Ring of Life !
a. Holds up to 9 stonesin 10karatgold.
With one syntheticstone, $182.50
With one genuinestone, $184.50
'b. Holds up to 8 stonesin 10karatgold.
With one syntheticstone, $97.50
With one genuinestone, $99.50

c. Holds up to 11stonesin 10karatgold.
With one syntheticstone, $165
With one genuinestone, $167
Eachadditional syntheticstone, $2.50; each
additional genuinestone, $4.50; and each
diamond, $35.

By special order only, allow 3 weeks fOt delivet)J DOffl delay ..
Mothers Day is May 111

90-DAY-SAME

AS CASH·

Enjoy It now with Zales credit.

Master Charge' VISA· American E);press' Carte Blanche- Diners Club- Layaway

Hlll.L:REST

%ALES

PlAZA

5204 OVEIUAND HD.

The Diamond Store
lI1u~;r.ltll,"~ "l\IJI~"J

Sponsored by

tAin~li' De~f·

~I~,

~.',' 1i!!.,'4J

iii·,tilJ
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he proposed that faculty colleagues make reports based on
The teaching skills of college
faculty members has been termed
periodic visits to the classrooms.
one of Its most underdeveloped
1n the AAH.E.'s
conference's
resources.' Alexander W. Astln,
keynote address, Francis Keppel,
head of the Higher Research
former U.S. Commissioner of
Institute at the University of
E'rlucation, proposed that the
Califomia at Los Angeles made
quality of colleges be measured
this statement at the annual
periodically by testing their stumeeting
of
the
American
dents.
Assoclatlon for Higher E'rlucatlon.
This proposal raised strong
"The blunt reality of the 1980's
Is that most institutions will have objections from several speekers
. to make do with what they already
at the conference.
President
have, whether it be physical
""'liard l. Boyd of the University
facilities or faculty and staff," said
of Iowa, opposed the idea since it
Astln,
would tend to standardize general
He said that lack of training and , education.
feedback are the reasons why the
R. Mlrton
Darrow,
vlceteaching potential of faculty mempresident for public affairs of the
bers are not tapped.
Prudential Insurance Company of
Graduate programs offer formal
America and a member of the
training in research -and scholarAAH.E. board of directors, said
ship, but Astln added, 'Wlen we
the idea of a national assessment
look at teaching, however, we find
test "calls for a monolithic reavery different picture. Only In
shaping of general education"
rare Instances do graduate prowhich would divert attention from
grams offer fonmal training in this
the more serious problems of
complex art."
colleges and universities.
"Once a new doctorate recipient
Keppel also ~uggested that
becomes a faculty member, he or
representatives of .the general
she gets very IIttle·opportunity or
public be appointed to governing
encouragement to test and Imboards of accrediting agencies.
prove teaching skills."
This proposal was supported by
~ ~tin proposed mandatory stuThurston E tv'anning, director of
dent ratings of classroom Instructhe Commission on lnstltutlon of
tion ''for the Instructor's eyes
Higher E'rlucationof
the North
only." These ratings would proCentral Assoclatlon of Colleges
vide faculty members with an
and Schools. .
evaluation of their teaching.
, tv'annlng said public representaHe said there should be two
tives onbocirds
of accrediting'
sets of ratings If they are to be
agencies should be required rather
used in determining pay raises,
than merely permitted. He said he
promotions
and contract reexpected accrediting agencies to
newals. One set of ratings would
decide Within thenext few years
be for the record and the other for
whether to make greater public
the Instructor only.
disclosure of the information they
:Wlen ratings of classroom - gather about institutions .
. Instructlon are. made pubflc or
Public reports.on campus visits
used in personnel decisions,"
by accreditation agencies is left to
~tin said, ''the teacher is motithe Institution's discretion, saldvated to manipulate the ratings
tv'annlng.He said the reports are
rather than to see them as a
addressed' to the agency and
source of accurate' feedback.
lnstltutlons- rather than to the
Thus, their leamlng value for the
public .. If there is to be greater
teacher Is. seriously comprodisclosure,
he added,
the
mised."
.
agencies should prepare separate
M. a further aid to Instructors,
reports specifically for the public.

6:30=-Sharp! at the SUB
transportation
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NIGHT MANAGER NEEDED
Student Union Building/Part-time Summer 1980
No workstudy required/ For Info call 385-1448
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M n'sIennls Plays
Final Tournament
BSU-The men's tennis team
plays its final toumament of the
season before hosting the Big Sky
Conferencephamplonshlps,
l'v1ay
1-3.
The Broncos will play \n the
\.I\tlber State ;Invitational, Friday
and Saturday •.In Odgen, UT.
IJI.eber State College, aotse
State Lkllversity and Lkllverslty of
Wontana will be .comoeunq from
the Big Sky along with Utah State
Ullversity.
The following
weekend, the
Broncos will host the- conference
championships. The Lkllverslty of .
ldaho, Lkliverslty of tvbntana and
BSU will represent the. Northem
aviston of the conference.
The
Lkllverslty of N~vada-Reno, VVeber
State College
and Northern
Arizona Lkliverslty will represent
the Southern avis Ion.
The six competing teams from
the eight-team conference were
decided this past weekend.
In

Mssoula,
rvbntana State was
eliminated from the field following'
Idaho's win of the Northem
avision.
The Broncos placed'
second with Mmtana third.
The Broncos opened play with
an 8-1 win over WSu. BSU came
back that aftemoon (Friday) with a
6-3 loss to Idaho. On Saturday,
BSU downed Mmtana 7-2.
Idaho. went undefeated while
fvbntana won one of three and
fvbntana State was winless.
BSU's top stnqtes
player,
sophomore Steve Appleto'n, was
undefeated In the toumey, as was
number four, Ei:ldie Perkins of
Bolse, a freshman.
The Southern avision matches
, were held In Ogden, UT wlth "
Nevada-Reno coming out on top
and undefeated. IJI.eber State was
second with one loss to Reno,
Northem Arizona was third with
two losses and Idaho State was
winless.

~umsl ok Tough
by Jerry Richards
Arbiter Staff
Two pattems have been entrenching themselves Into the
trailways of Idaho collegiate football over the past few years,
patterns that the parties lnvclved
would just as soon break.
One: BoIse State blows the
whole league away during a year
when the Broncos can't make the
playoffs (Le. Big Sky probation or
schedule conflicts), but when the
doors are open, they can't seem to
get that necessary oomph.
Two:
Idaho State, due to
chronic
Injuries,
coaching
changes, and just plain hard luck,
starts just about every season
doomed to a four-wln-or-Iess year.
Now that spring training Is
underway at all the Big Sky
universities, both schools are out
to prove something and prove it
good.
BSU will get a great challenge
from tho Alumni squad this I'v1ay 3,
no doubt. Such players as Chris
tv'hlmgren, Harold Cotton and Ren
Buckne;'will be solld.llne anchors,
and Freddie Goode Is bound to
terrorize the secondary with his
f1eet-footedness.
.
t-bwever, no matter who is In
the Alumni team, possibly the
most significant fact about it is
that last year's Bronco varsity
contributed so few players to it.
A few players graduated from
the starting line of each squad for
the Broncos, which last year went
undefeated In Big Sky despite
being deprived of advar.ce game
films. jhlssort
of obstacle just
sends coach Jim Criner chuckling
on the way to the JCs, to fill in a
few loose spots, and to the high

BSU-For the second consecutive year, Boise State sophomore
Ruth Fugleberg has been selected
to the NatlQnal Scouting Association'sAlI-Reglon
women's basketball team.
The
National
Scouting
Association
Is a 'part of the
V\bmen's Pro Basketball League.
_ The 5-7 Fug!eberg, who finished

schools for future developments.
Wlat BSU has left from last
year is an' All-American quarterback, an all-classy' runningback
squad, some fine receivers, and
the nucleus of a defense that sent
opponent after opponent reeling
last season: .
In short, the schedule, which
features U of Utah I,JP front and
fvbntana State and NAU away
from home; Is the biggest block
between this fall's Broncos and a
way out of the,playoff plague.
On the other hand, new coach
D3.veKragthorpe has a lot of work
on his hands trying to get Idaho
State out of the gutter. I mean,
Case de Bruljn Is a good player,
but he's about the only retumlng
outstanding player the Bengals
. have, and he's the punter.
But Kragthorpe has' been busy
on the recruiting trail, and has
done what any good first-year'
coach would do: fire most of the
. returners In the backfields and
replace thern with transfers. New
faces are the starting platoons on
this year's Bengal squad, and
Kragthorpe is making it clear to
the retumers that ya gotta put out
to make- the team this time.
Of course one of the biggest
dangers to this approach is Incontinulty:
JC plliyers are only
around for two years, and other
transfers often I63S.
But if
managed correctly, the transfer
approach can be quite healthy for
a program.
After all, that's a
major part of how Criner and staff
helped ~SU recover from Tony
Knap's exodus.
But-and I don't wish to sound
like a fatalist-pattems
break hard,
and columnists have expressed
holloW optimism In the,past ....

the. 1979-80 season sixth In
sconng (16.5 game average) and
ninth In rebounding (8.5 gameaverage)
in the Northwest
\l\bmen's Basketball League, was
honored along with fourteen other
Northwest players.
Fugleberg also eamed second
tealTl All-League honors. at the
close of the season.

ti
with 58.28 seconds.
behind Utah State and BYU, the
UA-Before they head Into comTwo relay tearrs, the 880
Bronco women bested Utah,
'petition leading to seascn-end
medley and the mile, set season
Wilier
State
and
Southern
Utah
championship
meets, the BSU
best times at 1 :50.28 and 4:07.f57
State, and on the way several
men's and women's track teams
respectively while placing third.
performers
turned
In season
will have a chance to tune their
The 400 meter relay team placed
bests.
skills at home in the Bob Gibb
first with a time of 48.26.
Kathy Keamey and Jody Smith,
Invitational meet this Friday and
Several men's tracksters as well
placing first and second in the
Saturday.
set personal and school records at
1500
meters,
both
qualified
for
Action will start at Bronco
the prestigious M. Sac Relays
regional competition with times of
Stadium noon Friday, and resume
last weekend. D3.ve Kerby placed
4:50.52
and
4:51.74.
Dati
a
Saturday at 10 a.m,
fourth In the pole. vault with a
H3sslequist
finished
second
but
The invitational will focus on
CONTINUED
.TO PAGE 12
set
a
new
school
record
in
the
400
individual effort, and will not have
any team scoring.
t-bwever,
coaches Ed Jacoby and Genger
Fahleson have the opportunity to
examine the form of athletes from
schools they will compete against
later In the season.
.
Competitors from Nevada-Reno
ment over our first meeting with
BSU-The women's tennis team
and Idaho State, as well as
. Central," said BSU coach Jean
travels
to
Bozeman,
Mr,
t.hls
Spokane Community
College,
BOyles, referring to the!Hl victory
weekend, to meet fvbntana State,
Northwest
Nazarene, Treasure
Central posted over BSU In early
\f\bshlngton
State,
and
the
Valley, College of Southem Idaho
fv'arch.
Lkllverslty
of
tvbntana
in
two
days
and Eastem Oregon. State are
of tennis' competition.
"This time we won three
expected to enter the men's
Over the weekend, BSUdropped
matches and went three sets in
division.
UNR and'ISU will be
two matches in Cheney, WA,
two double
matches,"
said
among the lops In the Big. Sky
losing 6-3 to Central Wlshington
Boyles.
championship field late in l'v1ay.
Lkllverslty and !Hl to Eastern
V\bmen ,athletes are expected
In the doubles competition,
W1shlngton UniVersity.
.from Idaho, NNC, lYce. CSI and
l<agi and Patrice Reimer battled
.
In
.
the
contest
vylth
Central.
.
Flathead Valley ce.
Central's Anne Lister and Teresa
sopl)omores Lisa Kagl and Deble
. The distaff team cornes into the
Shroat before finally losing 6-7
Bert
and
freshman
Susan
tlecham
meet after an encouraging third(11-13), 6-4. 8-6.
won their respective matches.
.
place performance. In the BYU
BSU is now 1.:a on the season.
''V\J3 did show much Impro~
Invitational last weekend, Placing

Rolli"
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BSUMeets
,Uofl Team

G1GANTIC
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

GUYS
AlS
AUTHENTIC
RU 'NING GEAR

BSU-lhe baseball team has
two games In !Itoscow, 10 before '
playing a four game home series
this weekend against Eastem
. IJI.Bshlngton. All six games are
Nor-Pac Conference counters.
The Broncos meet the Idaho
Vandals on Vl.ednesday, April 23
In M:lscow and hope to avenge
two previous losses to Idaho
suffered two weeks ago.
Then. Saturday, BSU hosts,
Eastem Wlshington
at Borah
High School's .,baseball diamond
for a pair of games beginning at 1
prn. The two teams meet again on
Sunday at noon for another twinbill.
The Broncos had a rough weekend in Portland this past Saturday
and Sunday.
Saturday's ralndelayed doubleheader was finally
played late in the day, but the
Broncos went down twice, losing
9-1 in the opener and 6-3 in the
nightcap .
. The Broncos could manage only
one hit by Bob Schuler in the first
game. In the second game, BSU
bats were a little more lively,
connecting for eight hits.
The rain again caused some
problems on Sunday. BSU lost
the opener to Portland, 11-2, as
Portland's I<Bn D3yley struck out
17 Broncos and gave up only three
'. hits.
In the second game, BSU was
up 6-1 in the fourth Inning before
rain cancelled the game. It will be
made up only If it has a bearing on
the standings next month.
BSU is now 4-9 in Nor-Pac play
and 11-23 overall. Portland upped
Its leaquerecord to 11-1 with the
three wins.

BSUHolds
Cheer Tryouts

"SHORT RUN"
LADIES
SHORTS
Reg. $18

8 99

Poly-cotton
running shorts
feature elastic
.,
leg liners and throe noedle topetltcnIng. J.D. card In pocket with Velcro
closure MP retlecttve emblem for
night running. #6132.

"RAGIIUG
STDIPES"
1\1
n
Ii'llUIUMIMG
Til.
MK
n 1'111\1 I'\]
I"U'\iI
Rego $13

:t~

~~~Ing

::ku::

6.49

low cut with flat seams to

prevent chafing.
rUnRlng comfort.

Narrow straps for

#6432.

"AIR APPARENT"
MESH TANKTOP

"MOVIN' ON"
NYLON SHORTS

7.49
Reg. $15
100% nylon running shorts with liner
and special cut leg opening for
maxlmumfroedomof movement. Sizes
and styles for ·guysand gals. #7151
8151
'

"iT'S A BREEZE"

4 99

ATURAl HIGH"

MESH TANK TOP

"TOP SECURITY"
Reg.

~}JNNING B.RA

.6 99

PURCHASE
SWIMWEAR

•.
poly-cotton mesh slnglette
men and ladles. Features
for her and wider for him
running comfort.
117434,
.

6.99

Nylon-Iycra
Reg. $14.
bra to be worn,.
Poly/colton mesh tllnk tops for guys
as a top or bra.'
lind, gllis with wide Wipe across the
Prevents 8llgglng, minimizes bounce, front.
. Back reflective
label for
and skin Irritation.
1/6843
vlSllblllty at night. 117448, 6448.

Track-' --'----

SPECIAL

MESH TANK TOPS

~~~n$~i~
Reg. $18
.
tank top for
L1ghtwleght
thin straps
Antran nylon.
give added
slnglette with
.
6434.
poly-cotton mesh fabric to keep you cool "M
II' you run. Low cut with flat seams to
I'll
prevent chilling. 117444,6444.

7 99

BSU- Tryouts for the 1980-81
cheer and dance squad at Boise
State University are being held
during the next few weeks on
. campus.
Lou Ann Burstedt, new advisor
for the squad, said she will hold
two workshops to teach the
audition cheer and dance to
prospective squad members, on
M:lnday, April 28 and Vl.ednesday,
April 30 from 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm .
in the Big 4 Room of the Student
Union Building.'
Another workshop will be held
on Friday, rvay 2 in the Nez Perce
Room of the SUB from 5:30 to 7:30
pm.
The actual tryout for the squad
will be held on Tuesday, rvay 6 at
5 pm in Bronco Stadium.
For further information call Lou
AI:ln Burstedt at 336-8875.

Reg to $28
Choose from four flattering styles of
cotton-Iycra
suits featuring
triple
topstltchlng for durability.
#6833,
6842, 6844, 8851.

"OBJECTIVE: '
REFLECTIVE"
MEN'S RAIN SUIT

37.99

Mens

8.99 5.99
Girls

Boys

7.99 4.99

Reg. $79
Nylon training and rain suit with
reflective tape stripes, velcro dmachable hood. and drawstring waist.
Elastic waist and cuffs· on matching
pants. 117003.

Corner 3rd6 Main
. Corner Falrvl~w (, C-urtls
In~Qmpo:'1031 ~ampa~Caldweli Dlvd~

Ladies

Save now on first quality 1979
.
swlrnwear for the entire family.

WEEKDA YS 9:30 to 9:00
SATURDAY 9:00 to 7;00
SU~DAY1'~:OO to 6:00

CONTINUED
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school best of 16-1, miss Ing the
next attempt at 16-6. The distance
medley relay team, finishing in the
top five, set a record of 10:01.6
High jumpers Chris Smith and
Ron Harvey each cleared 6-9 to tie
for second place. , Smith had
earlier this season jumped 7 feet.
Coach,Jacoby also had praise
for distance runner D3ve Staffens,
who made his best mark in the
5,000 this spring, 14:37.1, good
for fourth place. •Gary Little also
copped a fourth In the 400 with
52.8.
This Saturday's meet will start
out with Friday aftemoon cornpetltlcnln-the.tlratbell
of a men's
decathlon.' saturday will see the
second .half- of the·decathlon,a
women's. pentathlon, arid Individual trai:k and field events.
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BSU arass and Keyboard Percussion ensembles will present a
combined concert Friday, April
25, at 8:15 p.rn. in the BSU Mlsic
Auditorium.
Featurecl number by the Brass
81semble will be the premier
performance of 'Two Pieces for
Brass" by Linda Yordy, BSU
music education major.
,The
Keyboard 81semble will play the
first Idaho performance of Ronald
La Presti's "Prelude and Dance,"
one of the finest keyboard percussion numbers available.
Qrected by Mllvin Shelton, the
brass ensemble will also play
"Fanfare" by Paul D.:Jkaci, ''Three
by Thomas

Sriga,s,"

""'C

"AI Iegretto "from "Symphony No.
7" by Beethoven, and "Sonata for
Brass" by Jerry Billk.
Other Keyboard Percussion
81semble numbers on the program will bean arrangement of
Leopold tv'hzart's "OivertlmEilnto
III" (1760), "Allegretto"
from
Giannini's "Symphony No.3," the
"Ronde" from Bozza's "Jour
d'Be," and B.izet's "tv'enuelto"
from "L'ArIesienne Suite No.2."
The percussionists will conclude
with Leroy Anderson's "Rakes of
IVb1l0w" from his "Irish Suite."
. TIckets available at the door for
the dual concert will cost $2 for
adults, $1 for students and senior
citizens, and are free to I:l:>U
students

and

staff.

y
S in B Ise
D

by Steve Corbett
Blithe Spirit, presented by the
Boise State Theatre Arts Department is the type of ghost story
that I like. There are no deluges of
gore, no hideous dismemberments, and only one or two
screams. BlitheSpirit, you see, Is
acomedy, and a good one at that.
The action of. the play centers'
around the attempts of Charles
Condomine to research psychic
phenomena in order to write a
murder novel. l:AJrifig what was
planned as a "research seance,"
i Charles' departed Ilrst wife 8vira
11
is conjured into the household.
This, needless to say, put quite a
strain on the current marriage of
1 Condomlne and his living wife
1 Ruth. To add to the confusion and
j merriment, only Charles can see
. or hear 8vira as she taunts and
\ flirts her way back Into Charles
J affections. Convinced that 8vira
I is attempting to do away with
Charles in order to be with him
forever in the hereafter, Ruth
1 seeks out the medium who origlJ nally conjured 8vira up. By an
odd quirk of events, Ruth finds
1 'herself literally on the same side
I as 8viia.
I
Ken Jenkins,
as Charles
Condomine, does a fine job.
'1 Jenkins delivers a credibly harried
, Charles tom between the living
wife and the dead love. I-bwever,
this is the third production In a
row in which Jenkins has either
had remarkably similiar parts, or
'"i has developed remarkably simillar
characters. Jenkins is too fine an
actor to limit himself to one o,two
'} interpretations.
,:;
Condomines present wife Ruth

1

l

!

I

1

1
J

I

I
I

is played' with conviction by
veteran actress tv'elanie Yellen.
Yellen delivers a highly tuned,
slightly bitchy portrayal of the
domineering Ruth.
Two other
participants in the farcical seance
are EX. and Ms. Bradman, played
by D:lvid Painter and A1eahMiler ..
Although relatively minor charac-- This week the reviewers saw
tars, Painter and Miler have Serial, a comedy dealing with
developed these two into credible,
suburban
life
in Northern
productive parts.
"California.
Serial stars lv\:uiin
The real joys of this show;
MIll and Tuesday Wlld.
however, are a triad of talent
composed of Lisa tv'eredlth, Janet. .' Anthony Burt
V2)
Summers Eskew and Nancy Lee.
'~Time's reviewer huffs and puffs
As the flighty housemaid Edith,
that this film makes fun of women
tv'eredith is IiteraJIy,a scream. ,with
large breasts.
But the
H:lr erratic zaniness is largely 'reviewer for Henry Luce's organ
. responsible for keeping the show
misses the point. Serial satirizes
on the necessary energy level.
all sorts of human excesses, the
As IVbdarneArcadi, the incredininny and the tragic.
bly bizarre medi urn, Janet Eskew
The actors in Serial are perfectly
soars.
Resorting to music,
cast. rvartin tvtJlI, Tuesday Wlld,
rroans, shrieks and cucumber and the zany Sally Kellerman play
sandwiches
to promote her
tanned, blond-haired, blue-eyed
trances,Eskew shOWS Boiseans
middle class Califomia clones
once again that she is one of our 'who,
frantically in search of
finest character actresses.
Paradise in IVbrin county, "relate
All of this talent notwithstandto" tal-chl, quaaludes, l-ching,
ing, it lsa young woman named
mello-speak, feminist rap groups,
Nancy Lee who Is the heart of
beansprout
therapy,
hot-tub
Blithe Spirit. Lee's portrayal of
philosophy, and each btller in
the ghost Bvira is vibrant, sensl"serial"
(repeated and soap
tive and extremely professional.
opera-ish) fashion.
•
Blithe Spirit Is director Carolyn
Large breast jokes notwlthJones' Boise debut, and a fair
standing, Serial's the funniest film,
appraisal can.only reslJlt in the
to play In Boise in 1980 (sorry, La
hope that we'll see more of rvt.
Cage aux Folies!).
Jones'talerUs soon. "Interesting"
Karl Kslapp (*'*112)
special effects and another of
If there is any message to be
Stephen Buss' marvelous sets
salvaged from the. marital havoc
help to overcome a few muddled
incurred in Serial it is that
linea and slow cues.
marriage and family life'do indeed
Blithe Spirit Is runn;ng through
have their advantages. The alterApril 26.
Curtaln time each

,,'1 JO~~ ~ors(;~T.
;

n erre, I e, an
ertram Levy, concertina, perfonned a \o3rietyof traditional folk music at the
April 21 concert sponsored by the Idaho Folklore Society. The Folklore Society wil/.a/so present a square
dance with local string band musicians on JIA:ly 2, 8:30 p.m. at the IDA hall on Sunrise Rim Dr. and ltv.
Wight St.
Photoby Dick Selby

e The
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offer expire~ april 30th,

T Iki s:

Film Buy-Line

able movie I::; lost by a serious lack
of inertia and bad timing. Based
on the book "tv'arin" the movie
portrays the "Bedroom community" by parodying everything
from granola to alternative marriages. M. times it succeeds.
Harvey played byMirtin' MIll of
"lVbry Hartman" and "Fernwood

natives to these institutions that
we see in Serial-from love cults
and communal living to orgies and
homosexuality-inevitably turnout
sour. ~ find out that perhaps it's
not really so bad to be married
even if it isn't always happily.
\I\t1l1eSerial goes about showing
us this' in a rather roundabout
way, it is' nevertheless a comic
cine. S~rlalis a funny movie, and
Martin Mull's presence does
nothing to take away from that
quality.

, CONTINUED
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Barbara Jones tk*)
Serial's potential' for a rnemor-

r--r-h-e-..:.-..----, i

K .ys
to Success...
Experience
Direction &
Determination.

Co'll Candy

I

to find.out how

Northwe~eml

1980 Mutual'llue

can help you'
e.'i'; :!t.w~,~rr,%1I:::n:1:;~~1~§~J~1:!iit;,~=$w*¥Wt-W#¥WMw,*wl
develop these
S(~OOL.OF IO~O\),
'
skillswhile you
IntroellJc:tolV offer: 1.$30.00 discount on our 36 hour program
'
'gain credit and
for self-lmpmvemsnt
earn. substantial
2. $U1GO discount On our 10 hour prO<j;am
part-time income
for self-Improvement
during school and
daytime and evening classes Qvallgble
have a full-time
other john rObe.1tpowers programs: fe.mole & mol. e. modeling. interior design. drOOlO, retailing.
'
..
fashion merchandising. make-up &wordrobe wcirlishops.
\' summerjob.
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I
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Guaranteed by Keepsake
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evening is 8:15 p.m. Box office is
open daily from 3-6 p.rn, Telephone reservations may be made
at 385-1462. General admission is
$3, with senior citizens, BSU staff
d stvi~s
admitted for $1.

f aIKleS~""-", --

WHERE THE
DUFFALO .R.OAM
.

COLledy-' -

CONTINUED

STARTS FRIDAY

DAILY 7:15& 9:45
SAT & SUN 2:15, 4:45,
7:15 & 9:45
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Tonight" Is MJII at his best. Like
his song "Let's Be Normal," MJII
attempts sanity in an insane
wortd.
.
Perhaps if Serial had been
released 5 years ago, when MIDn
County, California was at Its
height, it would have been more
appropriate. The picture satirizes
fetishes, fads, and cults which
were popular years ago-who still
goes to consciousness raising
groups? (who ever did?) Though
Serial never really gets off the
ground, it makes an enjoyable
movie; its humor, though at times .
bordering on the hilarious, is
nothing more than entertaining at
best~
Mlrianne Flagg (*)
Serial bears an odd resemblance to The Last Married Couple
in America. Both are populated

OR YOU CAN SEETHIS CLASSIC CONCERT:

r·

Anexplod.c~~1
ALL
SEATS
$2,50

I

An overwhelming

full·volume

',.,.

plus BREAKING

:#
':=J
\\.~
...... "'.',.,;--

Pink Floyd color experience I

AWAY
~

~

.

®J'(~o4{~
342
0299

Open '/tt\.O !
7:15 Show 7:45

NOW SHOWING
FRI-SAT -SUN
1:00-3:00-5:00-7:00-9:00

with essentially shallow, plastic
people. The book Serial contained
a premise which this film's makers
have failed to recognize: satire is
only at its biting best when the
satirized characters are basically
real people with. real concerns,
trying to work out their problemshowevercheap and disposable the
methods to solve those problems
are. Like Uv(;, Serial is one long
sex gag, showing once again how
easy it Is for adults to behave like
addelpated fourth-graders. lv'Brtin
MIll and Tuesday \ll.eld flesh out
their characters a bit and manage
to keep the film from being a
complete wash-out. Director Bill
Persky, and the script writer,
should shoulder most of the
blame.. This was a relentlessly
unfunny movie and It didn't have
to be.

tvON- TI-lRU-THURS: 7:00-9:00

ACADEMY AWARDS
INCLUDING:

BEST PICT-URE

BESTACTOR-BEST DIRECTOR
DUSTIN HOFf·MAN

ESU·

MERYL STRIEEP.

amer
VS0
Camer
.."jp~
STARTS
FRIDAYI
From the heavens above to the middle otthe earth •.•
A tale of daring, power and mystery ••• '

SMrlo PrestmlS

WINOS OF CHANOE
baud on OvId" "'Motan1orp1to$e,·
StBrrfng tho voleo 01 PETER USTlNCV
_ ProduC<XIbY WALT IIoFAAJA and TERIlY OOISu' H'IIO/olU rsUGAWA Exocu/tvo ProdIlCOf SHINTARO rsWI
Narrtl'Jon ",lffon by NOIIJIAN CORWIN AnI""'Jon O/rIlClOdby TA/CASNI MUlIJc .ALEC R. COSTANO/NOS
~yt/<.bY ENrx:H ANOEIl$ON
0tftIWI- _ ...
CASASLANCA RECORDS AND TAPD

8J1SPAGHETTI WESTERa~i"
plus ,uTHEY CAL~ ME TRINITY"
STARTS FRIDAY
342.5207

Open -7:15 Show 7:45

emttcrImruelulJ

The student organization ~f Christian •
fellowship, study and worstrlp In the
Episcopal tradition •. Starting April
30th, meetings will beheld in Christ
Chapel, by Broadway at the river.
GuestS are welcome. Father Bob Cross
will celebrate the Eucharist and lead a
bible study all the Gospel of St. John.
Meetings every Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

3_,.: ..

12,1.,.:,1.•.• ,

..........:-, ...._-------~...,

... __ ----~-""""iI~Nedn~sdQy

,..---,..---------.:---..,

WE DON'T HAVE
ANL{ONE ON OUR TEAM
. NAMED. l' EFTU
1

c'MON,l.EFTV, .l(OU
CAN DO IT! SHOW 'EM

. HOW, LEFT ,

l1,'

,Calendar

by Charles M. Schulz

PE·ANUTS.®

1,...,.

_a_------..----· ----··~'

I'

Apr. 2

o~:~~~~
Arbltor

Issuo 1130on the stands
open 7:30-10 pm, meet In,

0J

/I

Lois Lowry, "Writing Llterature
for
Adolescents."
Boise Gallery of Art,
6pm
.
Blltho Spirit, 6:15 pm, Subal Theater

CU

[
ii

c,

Thursda.y .Apr. 24

~

"Chronic Pain andStrGSs'Control,"
Norman
Shealy,
6:30 am,

...
v-"t-~~
'"C

Dr .
SUB

Ballroom.
•
Sonlor recital, Sara Duggin, Soprano,
BSU Recital Hali, 4:30 prn
"BllthoSplrlt,"
8:15 pm, Subal Theater

,ii

~

Friday Apr. 25
Intornatlonal
festival, 7:30 pm SUB .
Ballroom
KBSU Bonollt Night,
"The
Other
Office"
'.

. . .t UmeRS"DlNO
"6'5 lle6N VIEWING
iHAr

ONE

",AClUNE

Flint, "Big Fix," 8pm, SPEC
Beach party dance, Bprn, Mardi Gras
Braas and Percussion
ensembles
combined concert, 8:15 prn, Music
Audltorlun,
"Blltho Spirit," 8:15 pm, Subal Theater

24 HOURS ~AlGHr·.

Saturday A.pr.26
"Joggln'
for Your Noggin" Run, Ft.
Boise Genter, lOam
'. Track ChIlmplonshlps,
Bob Glbb Invitational Northwest Region, Bronco
Stadium, noon
Baseball vs. Eastern Washington
U.,
lpm, Borah High
KBSU Boor.1It Night,
"The
Other
Office"
Film, "Big FiX," SUB Ballroom, 6pm
Dance Perlormance,
"Diversions,"
SPEC, 8:15pm
.
"Blltho Spirit," 6:15 pm, Subal Theater

Sunday Apr. 21
BSU Concert Band IInal performance,
3pm, Music Auditorium
Boise Mtl:Itar 'Chorola Spring Program
with Vaughn Williams, St. John's
Cathedral, 3pm
Film, "Big FiX," 8pm,.SUB Ballroom

Monday Apr. 28

',

Reading by autllbr Tillie Olsen, Bpm,
Lookout Room, SUB ~
KBSU Bonom Night, BSU Jazz Band,
Ray's Oasis

leNt) Tl> TAKE IIMIlT-

1--,MENTffOQ(;AANTEO,MIIQ{·
.) TtlE SAI-\l:: VlMTDllET

l

PA-

PEIZ IS !lA(lB. Y Ol/OlIGHT (alTo

I.

Glv5TION, .. ,/{;T BACK 1\!lll'.W
18(,7, I~ NEW YORIl CITY,

we AMIlTHENT

~. VlA5

A

Sonlor reenat, scali Humphries,
SPEC, 4:3() pm

/1CIllDlNG

SHOCKING

~(;PT

Guitar

-

Wedn&sdoy

Apr. 30

Arblter Issue #31
Baseball vs, NNC, 3pm,..N2mpa
Humanities Fair ROIll!lIll5ll1lCO
Celebra·
tlon, St. Paul's catholic
Student
Center, 8:15 prn

WhIIla, Whalo, tho Gang's All ere
, ·1 feel much bsttor this woolc, though
my lungs feel like !hero are a coupla .
extra parll rattling around In thore.
KIwl hasn't talkCld to ma all wGGlllong;
he' figures I'm contagious
and ho's
pretty touchy about llUCh thIngs.
Ah
woll; comme II comma ca.
ThIs _",
you're going to hIlve to be
carolul On, but you got a lillie headway.
AftCf' all,. only ClI18 person hOO tho .
. SMARTS
to I\nSWElr. laat waGk's

I

~r_'7'---,;"..-------~,---- .....---:-:.....--:-:--T------- ....-:-...."""'
....
~~.,

L.----.:.;.,---.;.;.. ..........
.

rDA"I\lH~ti!;f;ed'.'

~ DIYlii!h,l!11i1

Ii! V

Anyone who wltnemJd tho aecldont at
lincoln &/ld University at11:50 a.m. on
April 12, 1980 contect M.K. Clark at
467-4027.
.'
li'lTERNSHIP PROORAM with -iarge
nallona!
oompBllyl.
Should' have
leadership qualities and be llbla to
demonstrate
by position .hold .and
organizational partlt:lpatlon; Earn $600
or more monthly working 2lt hours
. weekly. Excellent resume builder with
ClIIlIOl' opportunities
lifter gredullllon.·
Write CollllOO Unit Director, P.O. Box .

8627 BoIM, Idaho

837f!1.

•

Roward:

OVERSEAS JOBS - Summer year
round. Europe, S. America, Australia. .
Asia, Etc.
All lIelds,' $500-$1,200
monthly. Expen:ies paId. Sightseeing.
Free Info • Write:
IJC, 80s 52-57,
Corona Del Mar, Cft..

!l262?

Big 011 COmll'lnlco "Eat your hoart
cull" I'm Bharlng a ride "ound on the.
new Shar/HJoRlde lxiard In the SUB. .

Ladles wedding

Aprll8.

sot missing

Vicinity 01 Ad. BI~g. 375-7730..

LDS-Dld. Christ pay for your sins?
3!~,
2'!:hrii....
_. . ._
_
FUR SALE
VW Bug Luggago Rack. The answer
lor hauling Just about anything on a

/bug.

.

BoIIutlful MolilrVla st_,
radio combInation
reoord
$75.00. 362.2lll1. '.
.

".

AM/FM
player.

Unclerdash
automatic
rever .. Cllr
eauette unit with two J$lllsen Bpllakers.
175.00, 362-27ll1..

qllllStlon,

8 loot x35foot ri1obllahome In excellllll'-condition with electric heal, $1650. In
a lot near BSU.
Ask for Brad
385-1464 or lcave ~ message.·'

lll..

The. Arbiter Is now llI;COptlng'appllcatlons for the 19BO-Sl school year.
Positions
open
Include:
lay-out
lIS9lstant,' asooclate. newa editors, ad
salespeople,
photographers,
sports
editor, sporta writers, a typesetter,
a
proill·reader,
features editors, adver·
tlslng and lay-out assistants and news
. writers. All positions are paid •. Come
to the Arbiter 011100 on the second lloor
of the Slud;;;: U:;1;;n cr c;ll' 3eM~.
oJ

.

even

though II WIlS Ilbootll.
dllllcull lit ree!Ung the formula for
figuring the8flllll Of a drclo. Courso
evoo thm, you got aome IgnommUSGt
. who'll argue \hilt plo are not square, ple
are round; combreed are square.
"
In any cue, slnco the movie It The
Big Ax,weI puzzlll~f for IlWhlie about
·the DOUlble slgnlflcances of the word
"Iix" for swIIIle bsforo we fll1lllly
·dtcldod wIlIIt to do about the contelt.
.
We came up with tills: The fll1l fm
people who 18ft cathy at tha AJbltar
office what tIley think 10. 8 llull8blll
IIYJl:lIIYRl for "fix" llflCh gat two free
paI80lI to The Big Ax thlli weekend."
ButllkaI 1II1d. you haVe to be carcf!J1.
cathy .. a nlco.
' personl
Don..'1 Illy ;
nothfn' dlrtyl .
.
MalamIIlIIe. I'm Off to catch my
1avarI.. IUldIlrwater 1lI*lI, Cosl fBI!
lIIe

ional $70 a month (sergeant's pay) as an Army
Reservist.
. When you graduate,
you'll be commissioned as a
Second Lieutenant, but not
necessarily 'assigned to active duty. Find out about it.

Drop your guard for a
minute. Even though you're
in college right now, there
are many aspects of the
Army that you might find
very attractive.
Maybe even irresistible.
See for yourself.

A IOIUS FOR PART-T~MEWORK

Army Nursing offers educational opportunities that are second to none. As an Army
You can get a $1,500 bonus just for enlistYou read it right.
. Nurse, you could be selected for graduate
ing in some Army Reserve units. Or up to
The Army's Health Professions Scholardegree programs at civilian universities.
$2,000 in educational benefits.
ship Program provides necessary tuition,
You also get paid for your Reserve duty.
books, lab fees, even microscope rental dur-It
comes
outto about S1,000a yeador about 16
ing medical school.
hours a month and two weeks annual training.
Plus a tax-free monthly stipend that
You get tuition, pay and living allowances.
And now we have a special program to
works out to about $6,450 a year. (After
You can also take Nurse Practitioner
help
you fit the Army Reserve around your
[nlyI, 1980, it'll be "even more.)
courses and courses in many clinical specialschool schedule. It's worth a look.
After you're accepted into medical
ties. All on the Army..
.
school, you can be accepted into our program.
While these programs do not cost you
Then you're commissioned and you go
any money, most of them do incur an addiSome may find college to be the right
through school as a Second Lieutenant in the tional service obligation.
place at the wrong time for a variety of reasons.
Army Reserve.
The Army can help them, too.
Al CHAt~CE TO PRACTICE LAW
The hitch? Very simple. After your resiA few sears in the Army can help them
If you're about to get your law degree
dency, you give the Army a year as a doctor
get money for tuition and the maturity to use it
and
be
admitted
to
the
bar,
you
should
confor every year the Army gave you as a med
wisely.
sider a commission in the Judge Advocate
student, and under some conditions, with a
The Army has a program in which money
General Corps. Becausein the Army you get
minimum scholarship obligation being two
saved for college is matchedtwo-for-one by the
to
practice
law
right
from
the
start.
years' service.
.
government. Then, if one qualifies, a generous
W.hile your classmates are still doing .
bonus is added to that.
~ral'!ER~~SHIP,AESIDEr~CY
other lawyers' research and other lawyers'
So 3 years of service can get you up to
briefs,
"you
could
have
your
own
cases,
your
CASH BONUSES
$12,100 and 4 years up to $14,100. In addition,
own
clients,
in
effect,your
own
practice.
Besides scholarships to medical school,
bonuses up to $3,000 are available for certain
Plus you'll have the pay, prestige and
the Army also offers AMA-approved first4-year enlistments in selected skills.
privileges
of
being
an
Officer
in
the
United
year post -graduate and. residency training
Add in the experience and maturity gained,
States Army. With a chance to travel and
programs.
and
the Army cansendanindividual backtocolmake the most of what you've worked so
Such training adds no further obligation
lege a richer person in more ways than one.
hard
to
become.
A
real,
practicing
lawyer.
to the student in the scholarship program.
We hope these Army opportunities haveinBe an Army Lawyer.
But any Civilian Graduate Medical Educatrigued you as well as surprised you. Because
tion sponsored by the Army gives you a oneROTC SCHOlARSHIPS
there is indeed a lot the Army can offer a bright
year obligation for every year of sponsorship.
. Though you're too late for a 4-year
person like you.
.
.
But you geta $9,000 annual bonus every
scholarship, there are 3-,2-, and even l-year
For more information, send the coupon.
year you're paying back medical school or
scholarships available.
post-graduate training.
They include tuition, books,
So you not only get your medical educa.and lab fees. Plus $100 a month
tion paid for, you get extra pay while you're
Please tell memore abo~.t: 0 (AM) Medical School and Army
living allowance. Naturally
.
Medicine, 0 (AN) the Anny Nurse C011?s,0 (AL) Anny Law, III
paying it back.
they're very competitive. Because
0 (FR) ROTC Scholarships, 0 (5S) Army Reserve Bonuses,' II.··.
Not a bad deal ..
"besides helping you towards your
o (PC) Army Educational Benefits.
.
degree, an ROTC scholarship
helps you towards the gold bars
The rich tradition of Army Nursing is
~AME
','
of an Army Officer.
one of excellence, dedication, even heroism.
Stop by the ROTC office on
And it's a challenge to live up to.
.
campus and ask about details.
Today, an Army Nurse is the epitome
"K<>
of professionalism, regarded as a critical
UP TO 1170 A MONTH
You can combine service in
.member of the Army Medical Team.
SCHOOL ATTENDING
. 1)A'~:,I~)FIlII(TH II
A BSN degree is required. And the clinical the Army Reserve or National
Send to: BRIGHT OPPORTUNITIES, P,O. BOX 1776
Guard with Army ROTC and
spectrum is almost impossible to match
_
MT. VERNON, N.Y. 10550
getup to $6,500 while you're still
in civilian practice. '
.
in school.
And, since you'll be an Army Officer,
It's "called the Simultaneous
you'll enjoy more respect and authority than
Membership Program. You get "
most of your civilian counterparts. You'll
NO'" T,",,=
information request ed,.l1 blanks must be compte ed,
$100 a month as an Advanced
also enjoy travel opportunities, officer's pay
__
1111.....
l1li
Army ROTC Cadet and an add iand officer's privileges.

MED SCHOOL, O~~US

ADVANCED NURIING COURSE,
TUITION-FREE

It IECOND CHAICE AT COLLEGE

&
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A GRUT PLAClETO IE fA r~URSE
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